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Some say that human history is divided into two parts: before and after COVID-19. 

The coronavirus massively affected the entire world. Just as it was in the financial 

crisis, people who are financially vulnerable and socially marginalized are in bigger 

trouble. Among them are artists not protected by the social safety net. More than 

anyone else, freelance and performing artists are the hardest-hit by the COVID-19 

lockdown. Commissioner Lee, Jong-seung of Performance Workers Union argued 

that lawmakers must pass a revised Employment Insurance Act, which ensures 

the employment insurance for artists as the basic right. Fortunately, the revision act 

passed in the National Assembly on May 11. 

The opening issue of <SEOUL MADE> is themed around ART CITY, SEOUL. We will 

introduce various artists at all levels who actively collaborate with companies, pursue 

pure art-oriented performances, and work together with small business owners to 

meet the art needs as well as a self-employed artist. 

My fellow Seoul artists and dear citizens, art affects our lives in many ways. What do 

you think of the relationship between art and industry? In fact, this question is quite 

old-fashioned because 100 years ago, Marcel Duchamp elevated everyday objects 

(urinal) to the status of art. Hopefully, artists will gain new perspectives and become 

inspired by stories in <SEOUL MADE>. Art lovers will hopefully be able to see the 

efforts made by many artists even in difficult times.  
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Tool Boy P.052

Tool Boy K Whale, Sergio, Ato
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Seoul electronic musician P.038

Honey Badger Records CEO, Music producer JNS
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The way he connects to the times he lives in P.042

Artist Kim, Byung-ho
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Jongno Art Theater marks 

the 10th anniversary of its 

foundation, but it has decided 

to leave its birthplace Jong-

no (district name) because of 

COVID-19. CEO Sung, Cheon-

mo believes this is a new 

opportunity for people to find 

themselves in art, not a crisis. 
Photographer Kim, Dae-jin 
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There's a great synergy effect if artists work with businesses, whether they be small or large, as one team. 

CEO Jung, Ji-yeon of the social enterprise 'A Company', demonstrates by herself that this is achievable.

ART + INDUSTRY = 
VALUE ADDED

The other day, I received an order for 

a mural painting from a small noodle 

shop owner located in Jongno. I 

found a perfect artist for the job. For 

the artist, it was quite rewarding as 

the pay including loyalty was higher 

than that of any other part-time jobs 

and the work is open in public that 

people see it.

I recall a project with the SK Group 

for a 2020 calendar. The keywords 

were 'Happiness and Sharing'. 

things more valuable and lovely while 

also touching people's feelings and 

emotions. Don't you think that is 

helpful for addressing the challenges 

ahead? Artists will also be able to 

make a living from art while having 

more chances to get inspiration. 

Fashion is one of the industries 

desiring the most to work with art. 

The collaboration of Louis Vuitton with 

Japanese pop artist Takashi Murakami 

is one of the best examples. Their 

partnership for about 10 years has 

been recognized as a great success 

that boosted the value of each brand.

Of course, there were similar 

collaborations before and after that. 

It turned out that just a collaboration 

of a fashion brand with artwork 

doesn't mean it's always successful. 

There must be a reason for success. 

Respect for each other, a sufficient 

investment of time and money, and 

absolute trust in the artist. Once 

you've found a perfect artist for your 

goal, you and the artist as a team 

should help each other to achieve the 

best results. This is a win-win strategy.

Since the noodle shop project, I 

started match-making artists and 

small business owners. I introduced 

more than 70 stores to artists last 

year. The more the owners respect art 

as a profession, the more the artists 

get more focused on the job. Of 

course, it is not easy to see eye to eye 

on the project details. But as they all 

have the same goal: Better business 

environment and Sales improvement, 

households. Art seems necessary 

when you select a curtain, bedding 

products, dishware, or wallpaper.

Next is city and space. Artists are 

required where a solution is needed 

and when connecting people, not 

just when a visual object is needed. 

If an artist, as a responsible member, 

gets involved in the very beginning 

of a project for space use, he/she 

will produce much better work while 

better understanding the intention 

or environment of the project. The 

beginning step means defining the 

project like how to connect people, 

how to attract people to the space, or 

what to deliver to people.

Artistic talent is not only about 

crafting skills. It is a mix of sharp 

observation, new perspectives, and 

unique expression skills. Artists will 

play a key role in adding value to any 

business area.

Writer Jung, Ji-yeon

Graduated from KAIST College of Business, Founded a social enterprise A Company in 2011, Ran an art café 'Gurim Gaghe Minari House' from 2013 

to 2019 in Daehangno, Director of Breeze Art and Makers Fair since 2012, In charge of exhibition management as a curator of KAIST College of 

Business Research & Art Gallery since 2020 

people doing art are recognized as an 

artist and paid handsomely? Through 

some art projects like drawing mural 

work in a noodle shop and making 

SK calendars, I realized another 

opportunity for an artist to unleash 

the potential and make a living at the 

same time.

It is sad in many ways if an artistic 

talent stays limited to only atelier 

or canvas. Unique perspectives and 

the ability to express them will make 

the results were all good.

It was a new experience for the 

business owners and artists in that 

their collaboration was ultimately to 

address problems not only a visual 

change. 

In a survey for the artists who 

participated in the projects, many 

of them responded "It was an 

opportunity to think about the role of 

artists again" and "It is so cool that I 

can help anyone with my gift". They 

become more self-confident and 

gained more interest in others. Some 

challenged themselves to start their 

own businesses or get involved in 

other projects designed to give make-

overs to stores or streets. I believe the 

problem-solving mindset in artists is 

the key to the survival of art practices. 

The synergy effect will become even 

stronger with a good manager.

Still, many people think that 

collaboration is simply using an artist's 

work for a T-shirt, bag, book cover, 

and package product. Of course, that 

is true and necessary sometimes. 

But it is a bit sad to see many clients 

find an artist to match their concept, 

which was set by themselves, or stick 

to a famous artist. I hope that more 

business people will trust artists and 

allow them to freely create.   

Lifestyle and interior are two of the 

most promising areas for collaboration 

with art. The interior industry is rapidly 

growing in line with a great change in 

awareness of living environment along 

with an increase in single or couple 

The selected artist was able to 

complete 12 paintings to satisfy all 

the company staff and stakeholders. 

Communication was more important 

than anything else. The result was 

satisfactory, and the artist was paid 

sufficiently. 

In fact, most artists engage in other 

livelihood activities, mostly unstable 

part-time jobs like teaching children. 

They cannot earn enough money by 

just selling their artwork. How many Ill
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ART, COMMUNICATION 
CHANNEL WITH PEOPLE
If you pick ten 21st-century keywords, 'communication' should be one of them. We are 

living in a world where communication skills are necessary even for an artist. We met 

chic artists who become media themselves, work with retail companies, and find target 

audiences by themselves to keep up with communication.



Evolution through 
communication 
with industries
Artist Gwon, O-sang
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Challenging new forms of art and participating in 

commercial activities with a flexible and creative mindset, 

Gwon epitomizes the importance of communication skills 

as a contemporary artist.
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Despite the COVID-19 crisis, Gwon, 

O-sang still seems busy. He has 

recently worked with a fashion 

brand for clothes and hats. The

products will be available in June. 

He already has similar experiences. 

He collaborated with many fashion 

brands for design, advertising photos, 

and show window displays. What he 

is working on now is abstract photo 

collages. The prototype of the artwork 

is Henry Moore's lying sculpture. He 

printed out photos from the Internet 

and collaged them.  He also participated 

in fundraising project to help breast 

cancer patients in collaboration with 

fashion magazine <W>.

Currently, Gwon, O-sang in 

preparation for a Gucci pop-up 

exhibition at Daelim Museum (a 

contemporary photography & 

design museum).  70 mini cars made 

from a plastic material called Sibatool 

and Sculpey are on display now. A 

series of mini cars (formed with clay) 

was first introduced in 2017. The car 

models are mainly winners at the 24 

Hours of Le Mans (the world's oldest 

active sports car race). The goal is to 

reach 100 models. Before this project, 

he worked with BMW to create a 

motor vehicle made from pieces of 

material. And for 'Deodrant Type,' a 

series of photo collage, iso pink was 

used to create the lightest sculpture. 

It is interesting that he is trying to use 

other materials like wood, bronze, 

and ceramic. Why is he seeking 

new materials and techniques? He 

wanted a hollow and light material 

and found iso pink. He added paper 

clay to that or used bronze for a 

try. He has recently turned to more 

durable material like stainless steel 

or urethane. He likes unique material. 

He also likes a unique way of work 

like printing on a birch tree wood or 

bending photos. "I tried printing on 

an aluminum plate and epoxy coating 

and no one had ever done before. 

It is important to be creative when 

selecting material and the creative A
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thinking begins with serious thinking 

about the work. I even ask engineers 

about how long a UV print lasts and 

receive the performance test results 

and warranty to analyze."   

Not everyone welcomes the art 

applications of our times, which 

are blurring the border between 

art and industry. Damien Hirst or 

Jeff Koons have been criticized 

being called an 'art factory'. I think 

positively about the 'art factory'.  

The fact an artist runs such a huge art 

studio means that their work is loved 

and consumed. This is possible only 

when the artwork is highly evaluated. 

I respect that. But these days, 

Damien Hirst's work seems different. 

He may miss the old way of work, I 

assume. That's what it is as people 

get old. 

People say that art is very different 

from a business but that's not 

true, especially for contemporary 

art. A sculptor needs help from 

others including other industries 

For example, a huge sculptor can 

be completed only when there 

is external help. Of course, I love 

painting. It's mixed. People would 

say that business is conflicted with 

art but that's not true. They have 

something in common and different. 

Personally I believe the more dynamic 

contemporary art is the better. In 

fact, no artwork is free of money. 

That's why we cannot disrespect 

commercial efforts made by artists. 

Contemporary artists represent the 

current society we live in. For its 

characteristics, the artists naturally 

have more interest in something 

city people would like. This is why 

contemporary art cannot be away 

from business or other industries. 
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Somewhere 
between 
artwork 
and 
product
Ceramist Lee, Jeong-eun
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It is not easy to tell artwork from artifacts. Ceramist Lee, Jeong-eun introduces 

her own pottery world.

Lee, Jeong-eun was praised for 

the collaboration with Blue Bottle, 

a coffee brand, for ceramic mugs 

and lighting. She made ceramic 

lighting shades by hand, which are 

now displayed at a store in Yeoksam. 

She said she felt proud of herself 

as the global vice president of the 

Blue Bottle, and architects visited her 

atelier in person and decided to work 

with her. She was inspired by the 

atypical shape of the Blue Bottle logo 

for her design.

I have worked with commercial 

brands many times. Some 

companies complain that artists have 

so much pride sticking to their own 

style. I believe that collaboration can 

be successful when both parties 

respect each role and boundary under 

the same goal. The collaborated 

work has its best outcome after 

countless efforts by both art and 

industry. The artist can realize his/

her art in commercial products and 

the company can make the products 

appeal to more consumers. 

I know you worked with Aesop, 

Sulwhasoo, and Volvo. Where is 

the idea for collaboration coming 

from? "Whether it is a personal 

work or collaboration work, it's not 

so different. For the job with Volvo, I 

utilized my flat artwork, changing one 

unit from there and put the Volvo logo 

in. I etched the logo by hands instead 

of machine just like I did for the other 

part. The collaboration with Sulwhasoo 

and Aesop also was a part of my usual 

art activities.
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because the subtle ceramic texture 

cannot be felt online. I try to have 

an individual exhibition at least once 

a year so as not to fall behind and 

show various activities not limited 

to dishware. I seldom aim high or 

worry about future as I've realized not 

everything I want to achieve is given 

to me. I'm trying not to sweat the 

small stuff and to let it flow.

You have gone through several 

jobs like a florist, teacher, and big 

company employee before being 

an artist. Have you ever changed the 

way you think about art? "Nothing 

can feel more rewarding for me than 

to make pottery. I feel more comfort 

and pleased when I touch soil. Clay 

pottery gets easily deformed when 

it goes into the kiln. I've realized 

not all deformed pottery is a failure 

and it depends. I want to keep this 

work going on to make goods better. 

Although I'm disappointed when my 

work doesn't go well, I don't want to 

be frustrated.

Ceramics is considered an art, craft, 

industry, and tradition. What do you 

make of the boundary between arts 

and industry? "I object to seperating 

ceramic art and commercial business. 

Why should I limit my work only 

to art? I think that artists' duty is 

introduce art work to more people. 

I believe there is no difference 

intrinsically between collecting 

ceramic artwork and using living 

ceramics if the owner can see the 

beauty of pottery. What's welcoming 

is that more and more people want 

quality ceramics, which means they 

respect the value. Much more people 

prefer handcrafted goods to factory 

products. Sometimes 3D printing 

is used for mass production but it 

cannot replace hands and human 

skills, although some people may not 

notice the subtle difference.  

<SEOUL MADE> thinks that 

collaboration with other industries 

will make art fly. What do you think 

of that? As a pottery artist, I focus 

on formative characteristics. Mass 

production in a factory of ceramic 

goods also start from a human touch. 

I think the pleasure from creation 

is same whether it is handmade or 

machine-made, although I feel that 

the two are a bit different. Nothing 

compares to getting my work done 

after I put in my best effort.

I heard that you take only a limited 

number of commercial orders a 

year to concentrate on your art 

creation. "Actually, it's not planned 

in advance. I take an order when I'm 

available. I may produce more living 

pottery this year as my individual 

exhibition has been cancelled due to 

COVID-19. I'm thinking about how to 

communicate with the public better, 

as an online exhibition is not effective P
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Art activities are often driven or 

inspired by a dynamic communication 

with people. Hong dreamed of being 

a copywriter and cartoonist as a 

young girl, and upon graduation from 

college, she worked at an advertising 

company as a copywriter. Two years 

later, she make her debut as a 

cartoonist by launching a webpage 

called 'Lunar Park'. 

Hong loved both copywriting and 

cartoons, but she left her ad company 

last year. A large amount of courage 

was required to quit the job she'd

done for the past 15 years, but she is 

now popular as a web cartoonist as 

well as a copywriter. What drives her 

to do both perfectly?

"I started get involved in many 

creative activities as part of an effort 

to find myself. For example, I created 

a webtoon, collaborated with a 

company for the webtoon character, 

made a speech, and created poems." 

Her challenging spirit to enter another 

world beyond the advertising industry 

is her competitiveness as well, which 

is something that attracts people. 

Many creators collaborate with each 

other these days. People are enjoying 

new media channels like SNS, 

webtoons, and personal broadcasts, 

not only TV and newspapers.

A strong advertising message 

doesn't work anymore for brand 

promotion. Consumers react to 

witty and humourous content with 

popular characters. For a successful 

collaboration between art and 

industry, you need to strike a balance 

among stakeholders from each 

industry. 

Hong, In-hye currently writes poems 

now after receiving achievements in 

advertising, webtoon, and character 

businesses. This is another challenge.

In fact, Hong started her literary 

career with a poem by being 

published in <Munhak Sasang> in 

2018. She also published a travel 

essay titled I Think It Must Be Now 

where many readers were inspired to 

escape from daily life.

I would say that the motivation 

behind my art activity is 80% 

passion and 20% earning money. An 

acquaintance once said that a balance 

is important between the artisan 

spirit and merchant spirit. If you're too 

focused on artisanship you will fail to 

communicate with people. If you put 

business before art you will be far 

away from art spirit. I agree with that. 

Both are important. 

When art meets business, unexpected 

great outcomes can be produced. 

Not to mention that, communication 

with the general public is getting 

more important than ever. Hong, In-

hye, working as a copywriter, web 

cartoonist, poet, and essayist, well 

epitomizes the trend.

Hong writes the preliminary drafts of copies in the 

day and draws webtoons at night. She is a talented 

all-purpose artist that is good at understanding the 

mindset of the times and how to communicate with 

the public. 

Artisan spirit vs. Merchant spirit
Webtoon cartoonist, Copywriter, Poet, 
Essayist Hong, In-hye
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Artime Joe is the nation's first-

generation graffiti writer. His stage 

name Artime is a mixed word: Art 

and Time. He likes to draw

colorful and dynamic characters.

Are you a graffiti artist or graffiti 

writer? "Call me graffiti writer, 

because graffiti started with doodlers 

on the street. At the beginning, it 

was mostly nicknames, but over 

time, talented painters joined in and 

it began evolving like an art. The style 

is also diversified. There are three-

dimensional letters, characters, or 

backgrounds now."    

What kind of graffiti do you draw? 

"The two main elements of my work 

are character and color. I'm usually 

inspired by music, fashion, cartoons, 

and games that I liked when I was A
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little. I particularly enjoy the time 

to create a character to use it as a 

channel to talk to people."

What made you a graffiti writer? 

"I majored in visual design while 

dreaming to be a cartoonist. I was 

apprenticed to a cartoonist but I 

realized that I wasn't fit for it. I was so 

frustrated and joined the army service. 

There, I came across Jay Flow and 

we were ordered to draw paintings 

on the wall. We were a perfect match. 

After discharged, we decided to work 

together as a graffiti writer, launching 

JNJ CREW. We did it for 13 years and 

now work individually."

How did you join the world-

class graffiti crew Stick Up Kids 

(SUK)? "The SUK was launched in 

0
3

1

Germany in earlier 1990s. It is a living 

legend. From 2008 to 2010, I went to 

Germany for a graffiti tour in the name 

of 'Seoulmates'. During the tour, I met 

Cantwo, SUK leader, and he invited 

me to join the crew. Then, I became 

the 21st member of the team.

How different is it between home 

and abroad? "Very different. There are 

a lot of walls where you're allowed do 

graffiti in other countries but

it's hard to find any place (wall) in 

Seoul as old buildings get renovated. 

We call an area where graffiti is 

permitted a 'Hall of Fame'. Abgujeong 

(street name) underpass is the only 

Hall of Fame in the city.

Artime Joe's graffiti often crosses 

the border between art and A
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commercials. Graffiti is done instantly 

on the spot and gives more chance 

to collaborate with other various 

business areas, for example, at 

brand stores, event halls and stages, 

or live painting at party venues. He 

participated in a fashion brand design 

project for clothing and shoes as well.

Which brands have you worked 

with? "Since 2004 I've worked with 

NIKE and now I'm preparing a wall 

painting for its Garosu-gil (street 

name) store scheduled to open soon. 

I've also collaborated with motor 

companies like Porsche and Mercedes 

since I appeared in Chevrolet car 

commercials in 2019. During the 

collaboration, I felt that the public 

perception about graffiti had changed." 

What is the most impressive work 

ever? "In 2013, I opened the first-

ever individual exhibition titled <Some 

People> at Jaemi Gallery on Garosu-

gil. I was fully supported by NIKE and I 

was able to display my work under the 

theme of NIKE Air Max at one corner. 

During the exhibition, all my NIKE-

related paintings were introduced at 

a NIKE store in Hongdae and on the 

NIKE Korea homepage. I felt really 

good."

Despite the hard years, you are 

successful now. What is your 

secret? "I just endured and endured. 

Maybe it was possible because I was 

so into graffiti. I've never thought 

about doing anything else and there 

was nothing else I could do, actually. 

Anyone who wants to be an artist 

needs self-confidence and guts." 

What would you tell someone who 

wants to be a graffiti writer? "People 

tend to hesitate to do something that 

requires talent or skills like dance, 

singing, or painting. Considering it to 

be just a doodling, most people would 

not fear doing it. It's easy to access. 

Try it!" 

What keywords would describe 

you? "I think my paintings are 

represented by hiphop, urban culture,

characters, and colors. I want to make 

impressive graffiti art that people can 

recognize as mine."  
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Going 
my own way

We had an interview with Son, Yeol-eum, one 

of the nation's best pianists, who serves as the 

art director of Music in Pyeong Chang, talking 

about art and music in the 21st-century.

Pianist Son, Yeol-eum
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an enthusiastic collector of classical 

music albums." 

What music would you recommend 

to <SEOUL MADE> readers 

struggling with COVID-19? "Try 

music composed by Spanish

musicians in the latter part of the 20th 

century. Music by piano composer 

Isaac Albeniz and Enrique Granados 

is enjoyable like background music 

but quite attractive. And absolutely 

Beethoven! Apart from the fact that 

How different or how similar are 

the positions of pianist and art 

director of Music in Pyeong Chang? 

"I'm quite introverted. As an artist

I'm very indivisualistic. I just do what 

I want to or can do. No plan needed. 

But the music festival is totally 

different. That is neither for myself nor 

for others. A sense of responsibility 

is a big motivation. Playing piano is 

limited to myself, but music events 

go beyond myself. This is the first-

ever experience I've had to work with 

many different people." 

I understand an art director of a 

music festival has to listen to many 

people from different areas like 

corporate sponsors, students, and 

music lovers. What did you feel 

while working and coordinating 

with organizations like a company 

and government? "It was marvelous 

to work as an art director. I was 

extremely excited at the beginning 

and worked very hard. Everything was 

fun and sometimes event issues came 

to my mind while I played piano. I met 

many people from different industries 

and listened to what they needed, 

thinking about what we could actually 

do to help them. I came up with an 

outreach concert or museum in the 

neighborhoods of Pyeong Chang. It is 

extremely rewarding to share music 

with the general public in more areas. 

Having a talk with amateur musicians 

refreshes me and makes me realize 

the work is meaningful. Also, I'm 

grateful for the corporate sponsors."

Have you noticed any new trends 

in the art industry? "I didn't like 

streaming concerts. I believe, 

although I fully understand musicians' 

and audience's desires, when we 

appreciate music, we share not only 

time but also space. I would say that 

an audience can fully appreciate music 

only when they share the space with 

the player, experiencing the vibration, 

sound wave, and music flow. I hope I 

can see them in person at a concert 

hall as soon as possible." 

I heard your concerts are already 

scheduled up to 2023. Tell me about 

your plans ahead. "Right now I work 

in Europe, but I want to diversify into 

various regions around the world. 

There is no specific plan. Just a 

dream. I've also decided to work 

on the recording. Recording albums 

can help make my musicianship 

memorable. It will be good as I'm 

this year marks his 250th birthday 

or Pyeong Chang music festival, his 

work perfectly matches the current 

situation we face. Most Beethoven 

music sends a positive message. They 

start from suffering and agony but end 

in victory. His melody may give us a 

message: COVID-19 gives us a chance 

to take a break in life although it 

changed daily life overnight. Hopefully, 

Beethoven music will send you a 

hopeful message.
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Explain Honey Badger Records. 

"Honey Badger Records releases 

underground electronic music albums 

centering around Seoul."

Why electronic music? "I like music. 

The more I created music, the more 

attracted I became to electronic 

music. I can play a leading role as a 

producer in making electronic music 

as I'm not a vocalist or rapper. I 

wanted to see in person the birthplace 

of the music and studied in London. 

After returning to Korea, I decided to 

launch a label."    

"I saw many successful cases in 

Europe and North America. There was 

no precedent example of its kind in 

Korea but I saw a possibility. I just 

jumped into the business to make real 

electronic music." 

It's been 7 years since it was 

established in 2014. What is it like 

compared to the idea you had 7 

years ago? "In the beginning, things 

didn't go well according to plan but 

now it's been better. We regularly 

release the musicians' EP Extended 

Play single album as well as a 

compilation album under the name of 

the label. We throw parties, too."

How would you like to be 

evaluated? "It would be 'the nation's 

standard label for electronic music'."

What made you start the 

compilation <HBRTRX> which is 

a gateway to electronic music? "I 

received an offer from a company 

to make a compilation and I could 

experience the compilation's 

power. People had more interest as 

many more musicians participated. 

<HBRTRX> is mainly comprised 

of club or DJ music more than that 

Seoul 
electronic 
musician
Honey Badger Records CEO, 

Music producer JNS

Seoul is rapidly changing. In the 

dynamic city of Seoul, JNS has 

run Honey Badger Records, an 

electronic music label, producing 

music. He is also an artist.
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of the past. I wish an even more 

successful project." 

All Honey Badger Records' releases 

are amazingly consistent. "I like a 

clear cover design and numbering 

like a series for each album. If it is 

well-organized you will find it easy to 

listen to the music you want. I was 

curious to see labels overseas use 

the same cover design all the time 

and now I know why. It is efficient to 

manage and doesn't require you to 

put time and energy into the cover 

design."

What is your policy when running 

a record label? "The most important 

thing is music. I don't prefer music 

like pop. If I did pop-like music, I 

would do them separately."

What do you think is the most 

important thing in business? "For 

now, sustaining business. Releasing 

music albums alone doesn't feed 

you. It is better than before but I've 

never reached the break-even-point. 

Nonetheless, I believe there should be 

this kind of label, at least one. I make 

profits by throwing parties or in other 

ways. With the money from there, I 

create music." 

You already released your own 

single four times as an artist named 

JNS. Would you say they efficiently 

represent Honey Badger Records?  

"Not really. Rather, they demonstrate 

how our music has changed. I don't 

preference."

You are also a DJ. You must 

remember that the Seoul 

underground electronic music 

Scene was extremely popular in 

2016. Star DJs emerged and clubs 

were full of youngsters. What do 

you think of the present and future 

of Scene? "Looking at the present, 

it's quite gloomy because the craze 

was gone. But we've got a brighter 

future. I see more and more people 

go abroad only to visit a music festival 

and they have a high interest in 

electronic music. Unfortunately, it is 

not relevant to the Korean Scene for 

now. However, if electronic music in 

Korea grows up with a recognizable 

label, someday we may enjoy 

worldwide popularity."   

Can I expect to see a day in the 

future when electronic music 

enters the mainstream market like 

hip hop? " Until years ago, most

people listened to foreign hip hop. 

As the Korean hip hop grows up, 

however, the situation changed. I 

doubt that electronic music can be 

one of the mainstream genres. It 

lacks fun elements because we hardly 

have lyrics."

What is the proudest thing you 

have accomplished? "That I regularly 

release a compilation album and, 

personally, that I continue this job no 

matter what."

so much. I'm focused on enhancing 

quality. I believe that well-localization 

without quality doesn't mean 

anything. Many people like K-pop's 

own color but, on top of that, its 

quality is good."

I know you are working with the 

magazine <Vogue> and Hyundai 

Motor Company. Do you think 

collaboration with companies is 

also part of your job? "Definitely. 

With years of experience, I've 

been recognized as commercially 

acceptable. That's not bad and the 

co-work helped my music as well. 

I know that music for commercials 

should be above-average quality more 

than anything else apart from music 

want to stick to a certain genre like 

house or techno. There are few 

electronic musicians in Korea. So, no 

need to separate the genre."  

The Korean music scene is getting 

more attention after the global 

popularity of K-pop and K-hip hop. 

What do you think is the reason? 

"I assume that people are always 

attracted by new and unfamiliar 

things. To consumers in Europe or 

North America, the Korean thing 

(albeit not original) may be different 

and interesting."

Something new is something 

different. Are you concerned about 

localization as JNS and the head 

of Honey Badger Records? "Not A
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The way 
to connect 
to the times 
we live in

A contemporary artist should work together 

with many people in various industries if Kim, 

Byung-ho wants to create artwork that people

like, he believes.

Artist Kim, Byung-ho
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important thing is the artist's plan. 

But I don't think a technique or 

technology plays just an assistant role 

in making art. Not only myself but also 

engineers are working together. To 

appeal to as many people as possible, 

an appropriate first step is a good 

drawing. In the process of design 

drawing, engineers, company staffs, 

and designers exchange ideas enough 

and separate each job. Producing a 

big sculpture is more like an industrial 

process rather than a conventional 

art creation. That's why it's easy to 

have a logical talk, and we are willing 

to communicate. Engineers may be 

more capable of resolving issues in 

a reasonable way than artists. I also 

felt difficult at first. But now I know 

that I need to be more open-minded 

and flexible acknowledging the 

environment and fund are needed to 

make better artwork." 

Tell me about your experience 

with collaboration. What was 

it like to work with Macallan, 

Mercedez-Benz, and Hyundai Motor 

Company?  "Collaboration with a 

company is to harmonize the brand's 

message with my art spirit. I worked 

with Macallan for the past three years 

from 2014 to 2016. I reflected the 

brand's philosophy into the design and 

the outcome was displayed at famous 

bars around the world. It was more 

interesting as what I created was not 

supposed to be sold. For Mercedez-

Benz, I designed a photo frame using 

the brand's real gear transmission. 

I also designed for a service center 

renovation of Hyundai Motor Company 

and it will be permanently installed." 

"I'm not interested in only commercial 

collaboration. I'm also interested in art 

activities. For example, I designed a

How have you been? "I've been 

working on a long-term project which 

began several years ago. The project 

exhibition is scheduled to held at the 

Chinese University of Hong Kong in 

Shenzen, China this year but I think 

the schedule may change. This is an 

event for artists in Korea, Japan, and 

China. I also take charge of the Korean 

Basketball League (KBL) trophy 

project, which will be the world's 

second-largest." 

Usually, you make large-scale 

artwork. It seems hard doing that 

alone. What is it like to cooperate 

with others?  "Of course, the most A
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the way they do to the public. They 

implicitly force people not to come 

forward or act. On the other hand, the 

hidden media has a small sound and 

a long wavelength to allow viewers to 

voluntarily accept it. If you look at the 

work comfortably, you can hear the 

sound well. You will hear the sound 

only when you are aware that the 

structure is an artwork. The sound 

is not forceful. When you hear the 

sound unknowingly, you will be more 

impressed. The outdoor structure 

makes a sound when there is sunlight 

and the sound is extremely tiny. 

The sound was made by computer 

programming."  

Your installed artwork 'Mediated 

Memory  | 3SBCP’ is impressive. 

Explain the background. "I wanted 

to help as many people as possible 
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7 podium for a high school in Busan 

with Korea Craft & Arts Design 

Foundation and installed a gate for 

a traditional market working with an 

architect Jung, I-sak."

Your horn-shaped work installed at 

a museum (Arario Museum Topdong 

Cinema) is quite interesting. It 

makes a quiet sound.

Do you usually consider sound 

effects for the other projects? "The 

horn-shaped works all make a sound. 

I used that shape because I wanted 

to show an invisible part through 

the sound. In doing so, I wanted to 

say that human relations, ideology, 

and thinking are all invisible but 

critical parts of society. Also, the big 

sculpture body sharply contrasts with 

such a quiet sound from the horns. 

I have hated the mass media and 

get access to art, not limited to an 

exhibition hall. To make this possible, 

I had to understand the residents' 

sense of community. An idea occurred 

to me. A long time ago, people built 

a stone tower by hiring the best 

stonemasons and prayed in front of 

the tower. I'm the stonemason and 

build stone artwork to enable the local 

people think of it like a tower, which 

mediates people and memory. It was 

acclaimed and I hope to continue this 

tower-building project. A project always 

starts from business but, over time, 

it evolves into religion and national or 

Asian sense of community. I'd love 

to keep encountering the crossing 

point where the industrial system 

meets a community's sense. This is 

how I communicate with life and the 

community where I belong to." 
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'Music conductor Jin, Sol who founded 

the first-ever company playing an 

orchestra for music in games

There are many titles that explain 

conductor Jin, Sol Symphony 

orchestra conductor of a broadcast 

company (Dae-gu MBC),

Game music company Flasic CEO, 

Artisee art director, and Korea 

National Institute for the Gifted in Arts 

orchestra conductor.

You are working on the Mahlerian 

Orchestra project, which aims at 

performing all the symphonies 

by Gustav Mahler. "I would say 

that I'm a maverick in the classical 

music industry. The Mahlerian, a 

private orchestra run by professional A
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classical music group Artisee, is 

composed of music players from 

various backgrounds who challenge 

performing all symphonies by Mahler. 

Although the industry is known as 

conservative I think extra activities 

with good intentions will help inspire 

musicians."

It is interesting that you founded 

Flasic while still working as a 

music conductor. "I established the 

company as I wanted to introduce 

music to another industry. I noticed 

the fact that the gaming industry 

needs music and makes itself. I 

was into games when I was little. 

Whenever I got money I bought game 

CDs and magazines. I'd like to play a 

bridge role between the gaming and 

classical music industries."   

As the first-ever company playing 

an orchestra for music in games, 

there must've been difficulties 

and obstacles.  "As my partner and I 

had no work experience in the game 

industry, we had to organize the 

system. As is often said, I thought 

the game industry was lucrative 

but the reality was different. We 

couldn't simply take the profit. And 

copyright is strictly protected. Since 

the relatively short history, even large 

game companies didn't know who 

was copyrighted for music made in 

the past."

Can you tell me about the 

0
5

1

difference between the classical 

music industry and game 

companies? "In the game industry, 

security is the key. And as the games 

are all software-based, oftentimes, 

errors turn up and the schedule goes 

nowhere, which leading to a delay of 

music performance. Therefore, it is 

not possible to open the performance 

schedule ahead. In the classical music 

industry, we have to rent a hall for a 

performance one or one and a half 

years in advance. The two-part had to 

solve the problem by coordinating with 

each other. Winning a foreign contract 

is more difficult than the short term-

based domestic one. In that sense, a 

contract made with Blizzard, famous 

for Starcraft and World of Warcraft, in 

2019 is meaningful." 

As an artist who accepts 

industry, what do you think of 

the relationship between art and 

industry? "Both are very different in

nature requiring the long-term 

coordination. It is absolutely 

necessary not to give up to close the 

gap. I have a sense of responsibility as 

a music artist and would like to raise 

the quality of the music in games. I 

also hope there are more frequent 

exchanges and communication 

between art and people through game 

music."   

Why are you challenging other 

fields while enjoying your main 

work? "Because I want to live a 

better life. Being complacent without 

motivation is what I dislike. What 

I like is trying something new and 

improving it. If I lack the ability to 

resolve any issue at present, I want 

to become a better person to handle 

that. I will train myself to be able to 

put things into a broad perspective."A
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Tool Boy
Tool Boy K Whale, Sergio, Ato This is an interesting creative community. 

Installation artist group Tool Boy - K Whale, 

Sergio, and Ato. Let's hear their story.

Exactly who is Tool Boy? Sergio 

We are a team composed of experts 

from different fields who can make 

anything. We, the Tool Boys, install 

and dismantle things. For a project, 

we start designing and directing under 

the leadership of designer K Whale, 

then we get going. If necessary, we 

contact skillful artisans. Each party's 

role is not clearly defined at the 

beginning. We gather information 

and discuss on it. Ato This is like a 

fan club of K Whale. Skilled workers 

with a long career in their area always 

willingly help him.

Is the recent installation by 
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PENKING & K Whale at Lotte 

Department Store also a group 

work of Tool Boy? Sergio K Whale 

draws a big picture. There will need 

to be things in motion and ideas to be 

embodied. We talk about the image 

in detail and study on each own. Ato 

runs DJ company, I have a cafe and 

am in charge of custom projects, 

and K Whale is responsible for space 

design and construction." 

You guys look like friends. How 

did you first get together? Sergio 

We met at a creative agency called 

WTFM. We are different ages but 

I think we are a good match. We 

have been together for three years 

helping each other. Ato I like fashion 

and drawing but know nothing else. 

Thanks to the work with K Whale, I 

learned about installation art, interior, 

and space design.

What made you get into this job, 

art installation? K Whale I'm a 

furniture and interior designer and also 

install artwork. Sergio When I was 

younger, I worked on a video job. Now 

I'm doing video mapping. I opened 

a Marble exhibition by licensing. 

I produce videos if necessary for 

the project. Ato Actually, I failed to 

graduate from an art school although 

I entered six schools. Now I'm in 

charge of drawing for walls or stuff 

using various material.

Explain your usual process for 

projects. Ato If you have any 

exhibition, job, or anything you want, 

members gather to exchange ideas 

and opinions. It takes at least several 

weeks, and sometimes several 

months. The tighter the time is the 

more motivated we get. Many times, 

things do not go as planned at the 

beginning. They often change because A
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the environment on the spot is 

different from that of the expectation. 

It is normal for us to stay up all night 

to meet the deadline.

What made you get into this job, art 

installation? K Whale I participated 

in a fair called 'Art Busan' by accident. 

People were impressed by installation 

art. That was when I wanted to focus 

on art more. At that time, there were 

few teams that could complete the 

space as art and I wanted to make 

one. That is Tool Boy. I'm so happy to 

see that audiences like and admire 

our work and that's why I do the best.

I understand that it's not easy to 

set up something in an empty 

space and fill it with symbolism. 

Sergio K Whale and Ato both have 

solid art skills from drawing to 

production. K Whale is perfect for 

sketch up and CAD as he is interior-

based. Ato's drawing is unique and 

brilliant. Installation art requires art 

skills and senses both, I believe. 

K Whale Installation art is hard to do 

alone. It is a co-work and the result is 

also everybody's. Sergio Although K 

Whale is responsible for a large part 

of the work, he never shows off. We 

respect each member's expertise and 

role. That's the way all the Tool Boys 

are encouraged and motivated, I think.
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CEO Jung, Sang-jin himself represents his work and his beliefs. His affection 

for independent art film and theater motivated him to advance movie projects 

to keep the place up and running despite the COVID-19 crisis.

Protect 
theater
Atnine Film, 

Art Nine CEO 

Jung, Sang-jin
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Jung is a social butterfly in the film 

industry, and he takes on multiple tasks 

at the same time. Now he is the CEO of 

Atnine film(independent film production) 

and Art Nine art theater. He is also in 

charge of chairman of the Association of 

Korean Buyers & Distributors of Foreign 

Films (KBDF) as well as commissioner 

of DMZ International Documentary Film 

Festival.

He started his career from a multiplex 

business. He took charge as Megabox (a 

chain of movie theatres in South Korea)

president in 2007 and has run Art Nine 

theater for more than seven years.

When he launched Art Nine, the Korean 

moviegoers preferred multiplexes to 

conventional theaters. He thought that 

the keywould be a comfortable space 

to watch movies. With that in mind, he 

created a complex cultural space Art 

Nine. "It was very different from now. It 

was hard to fill 40% of the seats. I was 

debt-ridden from the start and there 

was no chance to make profits from Art 

Nine. But I thought it may be possible 

as I ran a profitable multiplex business. I 

wanted to give it a try anyway."

Over the past 7 years, Art Nine has been 

struggling to attract more people by 

introducing independent or art films. It 

provided an inspiring space to film-lovers 

who felt a thirst for cultural activities. It 

was meaningful but money concerns 

still remained. Although he does not 

regret as profit creation is not the goal 

from the beginning, he acknowledges 

that he feels skeptical and anxious. 

Moreover, the COVID-19 outbreak 

makes matters worse.

Amidst COVID-19, Jung watched movies 

alone at the empty theater without an 

audience. There was a great sense of 

loss but he cheered the staff up because 

he believed that the hardship they had 

been through would pay off. He says, 

"Due to COVID-19, all in the film industry 

were concerned only about audience 

number or break-even point. I'd like to 

ask questions. Have you ever really tried 

to understand the audience? How many 

efforts have you made for the rights to 

enjoy culture? I hear no answer, and that 

is what I'm sorry for."

He was seriously concerned about 

the way out while sterilizing the 

theater by himself. Then, he premiered 

independent art films. "In these hard 

times, the art film industry turns to new 

fresh films. I wish a nationwide media 

promotion for small but good movies. 

I think this is the time for us to support 

film producers rather than delaying a 

release or rereleasing past movies. 

I, myself, regret that I did nothing 

progressive for future.

With that in mind, he released a series 

of new imported films under the title 

of 'New film releases to cheer you 

up' helped by KBDF members. The 

result was miserable. The number of 

spectators reached only about 400, but 

he didn't give up. "I'd like to express 

thanks to the 14 member companies for 

cooperation. It was a co-marketing and 

co-distribution. In fact, we expected loss 

before the release but we had to. Since 

then, we regularly release new films 

including a Korean film titled <Ghost 

ship>. About 20,000 people watched it, 

but I believe it would've been more than 

200,000 without COVID-19."  

"A small audience cannot be the reason 

to stop releasing. That is what people in 

the film industry should do. If we only 

try to spare ourselves from financial 

loss, audiences in the future will turn 

their back on us, thinking that we're 

cowards."

Jung stresses that an experience at a 

theater is unique and irreplaceable. To 

him, protecting the theater has been 

like keeping his spirit and lifeline. You 

can see and feel them at every corner 

of Art Nine. But he does not stop here: 

He is busy designing multiple business 

models ranging from franchising the 

independent art theater to opening 

an overseas space to introduce the 

Korean art films. He is working on an 

art complex where audiences enjoy not 

only films but also music, exhibition, 

and food by introducing Korean and 

Asian culture in Los Angeles. All this will 

benefit cultural creators in the end. For 

him, the art theater must be a source of 

imagination and magic box.
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no matter what
Singer, Poet Kang, Baek-soo
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Kang, Baek-soo tells his own story and 

writes a song that he wants to read.
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Poet, Singer, Writer. What would you 

like to be called the most? If I write 

something on manuscript paper I'm 

called a singer-songwriter. If I write 

it on a lined paper I'm called a poet. 

I want to be just known as a person 

who likes writing. 

You started your literary career 

as a poet in 2008 being awarded 

by <Poem and World>. You didn't 

publish any book of poetry since then, 

however, you became a singer. What 

happened to you? "It didn't happen 

out of blue. I liked writing something 

since a young boy and was part of the 

school band in high school. Writing 

and singing were always with me. 

When I have something I want to do, 

I don't hesitate. That's how I've got 

this job."

If you don't mind, are you making 

enough money to make a living? 

I would say, yes. It is extremely 

frustrating to say I'm one of the 

richest singers among artists around 

me. I think that's because my music is 

easy to approach. Artists pursuing art 

more than the public are more likely 

to face financial hardship.

0
6

5

Why should artists suffer from 

poverty? I've read an article 

highlighting a poor busking artist. 

Most people commented on it like 'He 

deserves it because he chose to make 

a life he wants.' I think this is a sense 

of defeat deeply rooted in Korea. If 

you do your best what you want to do, 

you should be able to make a living or 

at least get by, I believe. Is it normal 

to think that someone choosing to do 

he loves should be ready to be poor? 

Such an idea keeps lowering the value 

of art. Many times, art is considered 

as public goods in this country.

I hope that local communities invest 

in art activities to create better art and 

come up with ways to get citizens 

closer to art. This kind of project will 

take a long time. Therefore, it should 

be designed in the long term and 

should not be obsessed with the size 

or number of participants."

What do you think is an industrial 

function of art? "No matter how much 

small, any art activity like releasing 

an album or performing is related to 

industrial acts reproducing capital. I'm 

a laborer although I've never signed 
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a labor contract. I do both emotional 

and physical labor. I thought it would 

be good if neurogenic gastritis or 

reflux esophagitis derived from my 

job is recognized as an industrial 

accident (Laugh).

On May 6, an online concert opened 

under the title of 'What we can do'. 

What do you think is the role of art 

including songs and poems? I don't 

think art is special but, definitely, it 

plays a certain role in our life. Art is 

like oil for life. I would like to be able 

to answer someone who asks 'What 

people. Have you ever hesitated to 

open yourself? "Writing is okay but 

it's a bit of a shame when I release 

them. Sometimes I feel like being 

totally naked. I remind myself that 

is part of my profession(Laugh). And 

the fact that many people empathize 

with me and like my songs 

encourages me.

You dealt with emotions about 

the past or future like yearnings, 

baseless anxiety, and light 

resentment through the 1st and

2nd albums. But the 3rd album is 

were you, artists, doing during the 

COVID-19 outbreak?'. I would say, 'We 

did what we could do, like opening a 

concert without getting a fee. When 

we do our duty as an artist we can 

claim rights to protection, I think.

What is it like living in Seoul as 

a writer? I've never left Seoul and 

have not lived in other cities ever. 

There was a moment that I felt the 

city to be like my hometown but soon 

realized it's not. I described how I felt 

about the city of Seoul in my book of 

poems. It would be like a story of a 

Next time I'd like to open lyrics full of 

personal stories.

What kind of life do you want to 

live as an artist? I hope that my story 

never stops because I can write when 

I have a story. And I'll try not to be 

bored with a daily routine. I want to 

find excitement from what I'm used 

to. Although I'm getting old, I don't 

think I have to hold off on my desire 

for fun. (Laugh)

man who has lived in Seoul.

Is it the same between the 

poet's language and the singer's 

language? It's similar but a bit 

different. I think poem or music is 

created because language is not 

perfect. As daily expressions are 

not enough to say what you want to 

express, you take the form of lyrics or 

poems to develop in your own way. I 

like to use easy and simple language.

Your lyrics seem like your diary 

or even my diary. You are sharing 

your own story and emotions with 

more about the present. Have you 

ever changed your mind? I'm getting 

old, so something changed. I was 27 

when I made the first album and now 

I'm 34. At the age of 27, everything 

was unclear and unstable. Still, I can't 

say that I'm confident but I've decided 

to live in music. I used to want to get 

financial success. But now, I want 

to focus on keeping up my work, 

and I know that there is something 

I can't do no matter how I try. I also 

acknowledged that I would experience 

anxiety and then I'm rather relieved. A
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I heard the four founders graduated 

from the same art school. What 

made you build this production? I 

like the TV show<Infinite challenge> 

(a variety show where cast takes 

challenges to the fun mission). I 

thought we could manage productions 

like 'Infinite challenge'. I thought it 

would be fun to manage together 

productions where each party takes 

each different role.

Is it for reducing risks while 

gathering as many ideas as 

possible? Right. Fundraising has never 

been easy but now it's

especially hard because many 

filmmakers depend on investors unlike 

the past when filmmakers took control 

of producing a film. We discussed a 

lot on how we could survive under 

such circumstances and agreed to 

run together sharing each member's 

personal connection.

Since its foundation in 2014, Ato 

has produced films such as <Uri-

jib> (My home) and <Yong-soon>. 

They reflect the perspectives of 

women and children who have been 

easily ignored in commercial films. 

Where is Ato heading? We didn't talk 

about where to go in detail. The four 

producers have different characteristics 

and preferences but each result for the 

past six years seems similar. Through 

these experiences, it became the mojo 

that we want to make films in a variety 

of genres. The movie is both art and 

media. We are responsible for meeting 

public needs.

What kind of role do you (Ato) hope 

to play in the Korean film industry? 

Because of the growing film 

business, few new directors, actors 

or actresses, and staff make a debut. 

In the past, an amateur director easily 

entered the mainstream commercial 

film market after making a short film. 

The famous directors Bong, Joon-

ho and Park, Chan-wook all did it. 

But that's not the case today. We 

Ato is a film production studio created by four 

producers. CEO Kim, Ji-hye says that their 

goal is not to make a loss with producing good 

films. How can they be sustainable? 

Anybody's 
story
Film studio Ato 

CEO Kim, Ji-hye

are introducing new directors, actors 

or actresses, and staff members. 

People watched films by Ato and 

were surprised like, 'How can that 

be done on such a tight budget?' 

and they also have an interest in our 

directors, actors or actresses, and 

staff. For example, actress Jang, 

Hye-jin starring in our film <Urideul> 

(Us) was cast by director Bong for 

<Parasite>. I think our films are like 

a portfolio of new directors, actors or 

actresses, and staff.

Are an independent film producer 

and commercial film producer 

different? An independent film 

producer should

fully support the creator and provide 

the environment the creator wants. 

Many commercial films do not start 

off with a director. Their contract 

specifies that the final decision-making 

rights belong to the investor. For an 

independent film, the director's part is 

much bigger. I've also learned that an A
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independent film that fully reflects the 

director's intention can be successful. 

I express my opinion, but usually, I fully 

respect the director's rights.

What else did you do to make Ato 

sustainable? In fact, we've been self-

sufficient thanks to investment. It was 

only <Us> made without investment. 

I think <My home> would reach the 

break-even point in the long term 

although the invitation from abroad 

was canceled due to COVID-19. Self-

sufficiency is possible because it 

is small in size. Unlike commercial 

film investors, our investors do not 

intervene in film-making as they have 

no idea about the director and actors 

or actresses in the first place. We 

are like R&D researchers. We draw 

investment to change and innovate 

the Korean film industry. Another 

important thing is storytelling. At the 

end, a good story moves people's 

hearts and souls.

You may make a film with 

investment but the problem is 

screening and distribution. Do you 

have any ideas to improve the

current way to deliver films? You 

cannot fully enjoy independent films 

in OTT channels. Independent films 

usually deal with sensitive issues 

requiring time to think carefully. That 

is, the genre desperately needs art 

theater the most. I think we need a 

theater only for independent films 

or an OTT platform for independent 

films. The Korean Film Council (KOFIC) 

establishes a support center for the 

distribution of independent films this 

year. It is aimed at launching an online 

brand for only independent films. 

Few libraries in Korea have video 

material, which means most libraries 

fail to catch up with the trend at a 

time when children commonly watch 

webtoons and video. It would be good 

if the KOFIC works with local libraries 

to provide movie DVDs, music CDs, 

and cartoons.

Films are closer to the industry 

than art. Between art and industry, 

what kind of attitude should film 

directors and makers take? We 

should put people first. Everything, 

making a film or whatever, boils down 

to humans in the end. Business is not 

led by money but by people. That's 

what I've learned from my experience.

Industrial features of movies 

sometimes help or sometimes 

harm diversity. I think the number 

of audience members influences 

a lot here. I heard that drawing 

10,000 people is not easy for an 

independent film. Do you have 

any comment on it? Korean art 

films are losing popularity even lower 

than before while foreign art movies 

usually attract 200,000 to 300,000 

even 500,000 audiences being called 

an art buster. The most-sold art movie 

in Korea only drew 150,000. That's 

the point where creators, producers, 

and filmmakers seriously think about 

why the public ignores our art films. 

Directors and producers have to find 

a way to get over this situation. We 

can't say to the audience, 'Just watch 

it. You will see it.

Can you tell me about Ato's new 

film <Aebi Gyu-hwan>? Do you 

have any industrial goals? "This is 

produced by producer Kim, Soon-

mo. This is comical and the story 

develops fast in line with the existing 

family- or relation-oriented Ato films. 

It is definitely a new challenge. I hope 

this will play a catalyst role in drawing 

more interest in art films.A
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Art collectors at every corner 

of the world are captivated by 

a big-eyed girl. Mary Kim says 

that it's just the beginning.

21st-century
neo-pop idol

Pop artist Mary Kim
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Big-eyed girl, my alter ego The world 

calls her a pop artist. We are quite 

familiar with pop art.

If you define pop art as a challenge 

to traditions of fine art by breaking 

prejudices, the life of Mary Kim is pop 

art itself. People would usually think a 

good artist should be graduated from a 

prestigious school. But she didn't.

"When I was little, I wanted to go to an 

art high school but parents objected. 

When I was in high school, I just read 

comic books or slept all the time. I was 

not able to enter a college and there 

was nothing I wanted to do. One day, 

I watched a TV show about Australia 

and was fascinated by its scenery. The 

country looked like heaven to me. I told 

my parents that I wanted to go there, 

actually without any specific goal."

She started art education in Australia 

in the hope of living in there. She 

majored in creative media which was 

rare in Korea at that time. She studied 

a short or animation film making 

using a computer in college and got a 

master's degree.

The big-eyed girl named <Idol> made 

her popular. She created a unique 

character when she was a child. This 

was possible because she was not 

educated in a typical way. That's why 

she calls Idol her alter ego. 

She wanted to do different art 

getting out of classical dignity and 

coming back to Korea. But she didn't 

know how to become an artist and 

just uploaded a piece of work every 

day on her SNS for two years. One 

day, a French gallery contacted her to 

buy a lot of her work and opened an 

exhibition. Through this exhibition, she 

successfully made a debut.

It is never easy to produce a piece of 
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drawing every day for two years. It 

required endurance and there must've 

been a personal crisis. She went 

through the long and painful time 

to become an artist and finally, she 

received the spotlight.  

Everyone recognizes the pop artist 

Mary Kim as a new Neo-pop leader 

but she doesn't accept it. Now, an 

artist is not classified into a certain 

contemporary genre but the artist 

himself/herself is the genre or brand 

itself, she explains. Then, how would 

she describe her work? 

"A message or story is the key to my 

work. The message is everything."

A style may change but there should 

be a message or story that I want 

to deliver. Some would call the 

exact same face of Idol in different 

backgrounds or in different attire as 

cloning. I don't mind because there 

is always a different message. The 

message I deliver is simple and 

recognizable by all. Further, I want 

to break the conventional wisdom: 

Cloning harms fine art.

Speaking of cloning, is it okay for you 

to open your work which uses digital 

printing on SNS? She answers without 

hesitation, "Sure.".

I'm not worried much about digital 

copying. This issue about copies is 

interesting but difficult to handle, isn't 

it? What is genuine, by the way?

Art and industry go hand in hand. 

She is one of the most active artists 

in terms of collaboration with industry. 

Mary Kim thinks about two things 

when having a chance to work with 

a company. One is whether the 

collaboration will produce synergy 

and the other is money. If one of 

them seems satisfying she willingly 

moves. For example, what if there is 

a chance to work with Coca Cola but 

no monetary reward. She would take 

the chance because Coca Cola is super 

famous and the brand value of her and 

the Coca Cola can rise at the same 

time. This is a good opportunity beyond 

pay. Conversely, if an offer is likely to 

harm her reputation as an artist, there 

should be enough monetary reward 

that she would take a risk. Once 

she signs a contract, she makes her 

best efforts regardless of the money 

she gets paid. This is the necessary 

guideline for her to make a living as an 

artist.

When I brought up the question of 

whether it is okay that artists work 

with industry, I was almost scolded 

by her. She said that the question 

is outdated mentioning the famous 

urinal fountain by Marcel Duchamp. 

She asked back: Isn't everything in the 

world an artwork? Therefore, art cannot 

be separated from industry, she said. 

The last question. What is where do 

you want to go to?

"People tell me that I hit the jackpot 

but I don't think so. If you say you 

need to break an egg ten times to 

make success, I only broke it once or 

twice. I'd like to be a legend leaving 

something great in history. There 

exists definitely a glass ceiling in art 

as well as society. I hope I can break 

the ceiling."  
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successful by getting access to local 

film communities. Surprisingly, the 

communities became more active 

since starting a community cinema 

roadshow. As they watched a movie 

at the first-ever premier, they made 

the program as they want and each 

community enjoyed it in each different 

way. They looked so delightful when 

voluntarily sharing opinions and 

feelings about my film. Looking at 

them, I was able to completely get 

out of a sense of defeat." 

"I had a session with scattered 

communities in the local area and we 

watched the movie in the way they 

wanted to. I knew how silly it was but 

making an independent film itself was 

silly. Independent movies should be 

silly, queer, and eccentric." 

Ironically, his silly challenge irrelevant 

to the desire for success taught 

him how to save himself and how 

to survive at the same time. His 

adventure of dealing with crises 

together with film communities has 

just started. 

"The theater is not something archaic. 

It gives you a very fundamental 

experience. In a theater, writers and 

audiences equally share ideas. And 

such a space that enables us to have 

a deep conversation privately will 

become more necessary in the future. 

We can't miss this point." Still, director 

Park stresses that theater is the base 

of the independent film industry.  

"A system is needed especially for 

independent art movies. Of course, 

it comes with money and philosophy 

is required for fundraising. You need 

both philosophy and vision. The 

current independent art theaters 

and communities barely manage to 

make a living. There is no room for 

philosophy. Half of the actors and 

actresses starring in <Parasite> were 

involved in independent art. This is not 

a natural result. If the independent 

art industry dies out, such kind of 

achievement will never be possible. 

The KOFIC should distribute funds 

more efficiently. It should build more 

art film-only theaters. If there are 

many more theaters and government 

subsidy, we will enjoy so many good 

movies. Audiences will willingly come 

to watch our films. I've got confidence 

about that through the recent 

experience. An industrial structure 

without philosophy cannot drive the 

future. 

Director Park focuses on expanding 

a program where creators and 

audiences have time to have a deep 

talk. He suggested a cinema camp in 

which directors watch each director's 

film at a film festival and share the 

ideas with the audience for several 

days. "I'd like to retire after directing 

only two movies and start a camp like 

Cinema Paradiso. At a campsite, we 

screen movies and have a talk, talk, 

talk every night for 3 nights 4 days." 

This will be based on communication 

with audiences. It is easy to imagine 

how many participants could be 

comforted and healed at the campsite. 

sizable enough to sustain, and won't 

have to demands for our films to be 

screened in multiplexes."

All of Park's films were screened in 

theaters. Screening in theaters is 

very rare for an independent film. He 

says he is extremely lucky. Against 

this backdrop, it is natural for him to 

worry about screening and distribution 

in addition to a film directing or 

producing.

To him, <Hill of Wind> is special. 

Since Busan International Film Festival 

held in last October, he visited cinema 

communities across the nation. It 

was a way to overcome the current 

crisis he's faced. "We visited one 

local community per week prior to 

premiering the movie. It was a four-

month plan visiting more than 20 

places. It was literally a nationwide 

tour. Through this experience, I've 

realized that a film is not something 

to be just made and evaluated. And 

it's not an issue of money-making. 

As a film director, the time to meet 

people (audience) and share ideas and 

feelings is extremely important and 

precious. Maybe I was angry due to 

the current system where multiplex 

assigned only a short period of time 

for our films and audience who did not 

come to see our movies. But through 

the four-month travel, I was able to 

escape from the anger."   

"I also realized that we should 

encourage and give a hand to 

the existing independent film 

communities. <Hill of Wind> was 

He had received great attention as a 

promising director releasing a flower 

series: <Wildflower> (2014), <Steel 

Flower> (2015), and <Ash Flower> 

(2016) showing the life of homeless 

girls. But since then, he experienced 

a slump and went to the countryside 

for no specific reason. Over there, he 

created the story of <Hill of Wind>. 

It is about reconciliation between 

a mom and daughter. Director Park 

says, 'The movie saved me'. He does 

not hide the fear in himself. In his film, 

the main characters travel here and 

there carrying a bag. He resembles 

them very much. He's like a nomad 

moving to unfamiliar cities again and 

again.

I asked him about survival strategies 

for independent films. He said, "It 

turns out that independent films do 

not function as an industry. In the 

current structure, the government's 

financial support (KRW 40 Million) 

doesn't mean anything. The problem 

is that the number of theaters for 

independent films is too low. Building 

a theater will be more useful than 

launching an international film festival. 

We have only 6 to 7 theaters across 

the country and there is no multiplex 

of its kind. I think the environment can 

be healthier if critics or film festival 

staff take responsibility for programs 

in independent art theaters and 

contact local communities."   

"If the theater system becomes 

stronger we will have audiences 

He affirms that an independent film is far from 

industry. Always worried about making a living 

as an independent film director, he has recently 

attracted a great deal of attention with a sensational 

film titled <Hill of Wind>. As a means to overcome 

the current crisis independent filmmakers have 

faced, he found local places nationwide and 

traveled to show his movie by himself.

Traveling theater has 

made a splash

Film titled <Hill of Wind>, director 
Park, Seok-yeong
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after debut with a full-length movie. 

Film creators have more and more 

experiences with making a film. Their 

world and perspectives are getting 

broader, so much so that, the film 

content is getting richer."   

For checks and balances, theaters 

should premier both commercial and 

independent films, she says. She also 

adds that the current value the industry 

pursues should be transformed to 

reflect the times. "We have witnessed 

the good function of independent 

films through history. We learned that 

there are so many different colorful 

lives. Now is the time to examine what 

we've achieved and what we need 

to improve in order to achieve the 

goal. If necessary, we should work on 

marketing to appeal to the audience. 

The future of creators and next-

generation audiences may depend on 

our choice at the present time."

As the commissioner of the SIFF, 

Kim, Dong-hyun is trying to diversify 

independent movie platforms. A 

system is needed where independent 

films can be enjoyed in social 

communities including school. 

"Independent films are important 

given the artistic cultural value. 

They should be positioned as public 

goods like art museums or libraries. 

Movies continuously inspire us and 

we can learn a lot from movies. The 

independent film industry can play a 

leading role in expanding platforms 

allowing commercial films to change 

accordingly. A film business needs to 

be linked to culture. It can grow when 

it is combined with cultural resources 

although it is part of the industry and 

run in the system. And the industry's 

challenge and its future absolutely 

depend on audiences. If the wind of 

Kim, Dong-hyun is living proof of 

the SIFF. What she's been through 

represented history. "I've been 

involved in the SIFF including work 

as the director for the past 15 years. 

The status of independent films 

has changed. The films have been 

diversified and I feel a sense of grave 

responsibility. What kind of value 

should we create and pursue? And 

how? That's what I'm concerned 

about."

Over the past years, the Korean 

independent film industry has grown 

up both in quantity and quality. To 

continue the development, they are 

seriously concerned about how to 

survive in a competitive market while 

finding a different role and function 

from that of commercial films. They 

desperately need a virtuous circle 

to sustain the industry. "In the past, 

it was extremely difficult to make a 

debut with a full-length movie as a 

film director, but now, talented people 

acclaimed for a short film can make a 

debut. Independent film directors in 

the past considered an independent 

film was a stepping stone to a feature 

movie, but now, some directors stay 

here and make independent films even 

change blows among audiences, the 

independent art industry must benefit."

Over the years, the SIFF put effort into 

taking various projects of filmmaking, 

distribution, marketing, and archiving. 

"The SIFF maintains a similar format 

as a festival film competition. As it 

retains the global status at present, I'd 

like to contact our foreign counterparts 

more and reinforce the support 

program for creation." She thinks 

people's awareness or memory is 

important, therefore, she wants to 

invite the audience to play the main 

role in producing films. "According to 

a survey in the SIFF every year, 60%-

70% of audiences are newcomers. 

If we communicate with them more 

effectively they will come again. I'd 

like to open a community or business 

in which filmmakers share ideas and 

gather insights from creator-minded 

audiences."

Commissioner Kim, who aims to 

sustain the SIFF by treating audiences 

as indispensable partners, believes 

in the power of influence that 

independent films have. "When we 

respect the independent art's identity 

and content we may expect something 

good. Create a good film under good 

conditions and effective strategies, and 

then meet the audience! This will be 

a sustainable way for the independent 

film industry to make a positive 

difference."

Kim, Dong-hyun is the godmother of the 

independent film industry of Korea. She fell in 

love with movies and started Cinephile. The film 

enthusiast got involved with Seoul Independent 

Film Festival (SIFF) in 2006 and now she has 

been in charge of the commissioner of the SIFF 

since 2017.

Audiences make 

independent films

Seoul Independent Film Festival 
Commissioner Kim, Dong-hyun
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The world is rapidly changing. 

In a wave of change, artists 

themselves and perspectives 

for the artists should change. 

In that context, it would be 

worth thinking about the 

correlation between creativity 

and productivity.

Creativity 
and 
productivity 
in the same 
ship

People have some forms of prejudice 

about people doing art or creation. 

That is, they spend a free day and 

create something with shocking 

inspiration. In fact, most creators 

including me are far from it. Mostly, 

we try to have regular habits in life 

and work in an organized way. There 

is our own system no matter what the 

profession is (i.e. musician, novelist, 

columnist, painter, etc.). 

I started thinking about it seriously. 

A new definition for people doing art 

or creation is needed. We need to 

redefine them as people who work 

alone. They are the people who set the 

system by themselves and I also did 

that myself.

There is a big difference in the 

definition of work depending on which 

abstract but the key results should be 

measurable in OKR. The higher the 

objectives are, the better. It is good 

if the objective is hard to achieve but 

achievable and the results are very 

clear. For example, I would say, the 

goal is to be the best critic. Measured 

values needed to reach the goal are 

1) writing two columns every week 

2) publishing at least one bestseller 

book within 3 years 3) to be mentioned 

in news articles twice as much as 

before. At first, I doubted whether I 

could achieve this. Next, I thought I 

would at least give it a try. Creativity 

and productivity can be accomplished 

simultaneously this way.   

What should be clear is the highest 

objective. You don't have to be 

obsessed with the best.

The key is to keep doing what you 

love. To make it, you have to think 

about how to raise productivity. When, 

where, and how am I going to start? 

Then, figure out how to make my work 

efficient under a certain rule. Why is it 

necessary to schedule a plan? Because 

you want to do a job you like next 

week, next year, and more.  

Particularly, we should be aware of 

the fact that the rapidly changing 

world demands us to keep thinking 

and moving. Look into yourself. That's 

the point where everything gets 

started. Both artists and perspectives 

on artists need to change. Let's think 

about the link between creativity and 

productivity. That is how to keep doing 

the work I love. 

Writer Cha, Woo-jin

Music critic, highly interested in media content and industry in addition to music. Former service designer, editor, and mobile content designer in a 

content startup. Current newsletter service provider named TMI.FM 

The prerequisite for sustainability is the 

work that I like to do, not money. To 

people who work alone including me, 

work is something that I enjoy. 

The biggest obstacle to this is the 

work environment rather than money. 

Poor working conditions, power abuse 

by clients, unfair market prices, and 

limitless competition. A successful 

freelance is a survivor and someone 

who won over the obstacle. Successful 

artists and writers are all the same. 

Success was given to them as they 

wisely used resources and set up 

effective strategies. There must be luck 

too but it's only part of their success. 

Someone working alone is like an 

individual company. He/she sets up 

a schedule, makes routines, and 

addresses financial issues for himself/

herself. All singer-songwriters I've ever 

met have their own routines perfect for 

their own lifestyle.  

Here, I realized something. It is 

definitely wrong to say that an artist is 

someone who works whenever he/she 

wants to do.

That is also coming from prejudice 

about creativity, which means creativity 

comes up one day like a flash. Due to 

such belief, people think of artists or 

freelancers as special and 'financially 

challenged' at the same time. This 

would mean that creative people are 

not productive. 

In my standard, however, there is 

no productivity without creativity, no 

creativity without productivity. Rather, 

if you try to divide the two, you will be 

in trouble. Creativity is well embodied 

based on productivity, and vice versa.

This is what the artists who I met 

thought about. They must be asking 

themselves: What about regularly 

working on writing music instead of 

any time I want? What should I do to 

spend my time more efficiently?

That's why I'm highly interested in a 

work tool like Framework. One of the 

most popular tools is OKR Objectives 

& Key Results which is introduced by 

Google and influences on the global 

corporate culture. Unlike the existing 

KPI Key Performance Indicators, OKR 

measures the goal and results using 

sentences, not numbers. For those 

who work alone, OKR is much better 

than KPI.

Simply put, the objective should be 

perspective you take. People outside 

see those who work alone as free-

spirited people. But those who work 

alone see themselves as 'not fully 

grounded'. They feel like everything is 

up in the air. The uneasiness comes 

usually from financial hardship. For 

this reason, those working alone tend 

to keep working without a break and 

finally get burned out. They end up 

hurting themselves in the end. Still, 

however, anxiety is never going to stop.

The problem is that anxiety or fear 

lingers anyway no matter how rich 

they are. This kind of anxiety comes 

from a sense of lack, which is equal 

to sustainability. The anxiety or fear is 

based on the fact that they are not sure 

if they keep working next year or the 

year after next year or more. Ill
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Industry turns to art  Sulwha Cultural Exhibition 

Living is art  Yido Pottery CEO Lee, Yoon-shin x Artist Park, Sang-hui

Cut out for collaboration  Han, Jemma

WE ARE THE FUTURE  Creation group project, ONN Art director Kim, In-hyun

Welcome to the classical music world!  In-classic CEO Jung, In-seo  

Classical music  close to you, <Classical Monday> on Youtube  

AI meets art  Pulse Nine CEO Park, Ji-eun  

Feel free to make whatever you want  Tumblbug CEO Yeom, Jae-seung

A house full of art  Print Bakery Chief Director Kim, Eun-young

ART, A STEPPING STONE 
TO ANOTHER WORLD

The COVID-19 outbreak is reorganizing the media system and content. In the midst of 

a global crisis, the art industry is trying to reform itself by collaborating with the other 

industries, developing new techniques, and streamlining distribution.  



Industry 
turns to art
Sulwha Cultural Exhibition 

"I think that Korea has a silent power. You 

might find that simplicity and naturalness 

permeate Koreas who persevered through 

hard times." 

- by paper artist Kim, Jeong-sik 

The first-ever event was held at Topo House 

in Insadong, Seoul from Dec 14th to 15th 

in 2006. In a special exhibition, eight artists 

examined their artwork in unique colors 

introducing the national traits and culture. 

Their workpieces were acclaimed for 

harmony with the identity of a representative 

cosmeceutical brand of Korea. The total 

amount of gains and personal donations were 

sent to a foundation for the Korean pine tree 

protection. 

"Beautiful colors of Korea"

First attention to the 
beauty of Korea #

2
0

0
9

This is the year when <Sulwha Cultural Exhibition> started, 

and traditional and contemporary artists collaborated with 

one theme. Eight artisans designated as an intangible 

cultural asset, eight contemporary creators and eight 

new artists in metal and ceramic art attracted audiences' 

attention.

Snow-white - White grace artistry

Tradition works in modern times

In the second Sulwha Night of Culture, six 

artists introduced 20 pieces of work under 

the theme of the Traditional Korea Pattern.

At the opening, an auction titled <Prevervation 

of the Korean Traditions> took place for art 

pieces donated by 14 artists. In addition, the 

host organization invited ex-pats in Korea as 

well as nationals to give them a presentation 

about the national traits and beauty on the 

occasion of the event.

"Traditional Korean pattern"

The second fair: Various 
attempts made
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Sulwhasoo (a cosmetic brand) launched in 1997 was born from former brand Sulwha 

in the 1980s. In 2006, it hosted an event called <Sulwha Night of Culture> to introduce 

artists who express the beauty of the Korean culture and their workpieces. The event 

title changed to Sulwha Cultural Exhibition and has evolved for the past 13 years. 

Now it took root as one of the representative cultural events demonstrating harmony 

between tradition and modern culture, between art and industry. 

Sulwha Cultural Exhibition is part of Mecenat, a movement to deepen 

understanding and appreciation of activities that promote arts and culture 

seeking a richly creative society. Over the past years, many traditional crafters 

and artists in contemporary art, craft, and fashion have worked on the fair and 

introduced people to their beautiful artwork. Old and new, art and industry 

are the keywords of the 13-year-old cultural event. Get a look at a glimpse of 

brand history.
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by wood artist Jo, Yong-won

Space designer and director 
Lee, Sun-hwa

by macrame crafter Kim, Hee-su
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"Soojak" is a Korean word that has several meanings. Participant 

artists presented a variety of work reflecting each meaning 

of the word such as crafts, pursuing artistic achievement, and 

interacting with the artwork.

"Soojak - Desperate encounter"

Masterpiece with a mix of tradition 
and contemporary idea

The 2012 theme was A New Look at Ong-

gi. Ong-gi artwork created by media artists, 

furniture designers, and ceramic artists and 

traditional Ong-gi pots from different local areas 

grabbed public attention. It was an opportunity 

to take a new look at the beauty of Korean 

earthenware.

"Earth breathes, Ong-gi (Korean earthenware)"

A single material gathers various 
points of view
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#2010

#2013

Bows lost value as a weapon in modern times but their historical or philosophical value 

still remains. A variety of artwork demonstrating the meaning in our times from new 

perspective was exhibited.

"Shooting an arrow through the times"

Old values from the eyes of contemporary people

"The more you look into the artwork, the more you 

can get a glimpse inside the artist's mind beyond 

the superficial look."

- by art director Kim, Baek-sun in 2011 Sulwha 

Cultural Exhibition

This work is themed around garden decoration 

symbolizing an organic connection to a single place: 

garden. The audience can see around craftwork from 

artisans, special salt, and contemporary artwork just 

like taking a walk in the garden. The display was to 

naturally guide the audience to look into each artist's 

message to them.

Garden installation

Insights toward material and 
messages
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by Ong-gi artisan Jung, 
Yoon-seok designated as intangible cultural asset

by installation artist Park, Cheon-wookby installation artist Hong, 
Dong-hee

by textile designer Jin, Tae-ok
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This event was themed around the 

"Skin", a somewhat abstract issue, which 

demonstrated a boundary between relations 

and encounters. The idea came from the 

brand philosophy: harmony and balance. 

It is about inside vs. outside, core vs. 

environment, and tradition vs. today. The title, 

"SKINIKS" is made by combining "Skin" and 

"Niks"(spelled backward).

"SKINIKS, SKIN = NIKS"

Studying abstract material

The orally-transmitted story, "Tale of a Crape - Myrtle", was recreated based on a brilliant 

imagination of contemporary artists in various areas of installation art, illustration, 

interactive art, and composition. It was acclaimed for giving audiences a new, fun, and 

special experience with a familiar old-time story.

"Folk tale: Once upon a time - Tale of a Crape - Myrtle"

Attracted by old-time stories
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The "Artair and Vega", another popular 

orally-transmitted folk tale, was 

reinterpreted in contemporary art. 

Eleven unique artists took each part in 

a story of love, promise, encounter, and 

relationship. There also introduced art 

goods produced by handkerchief and 

notebooks resulting from a collaboration 

with a dye artisan.   

"Folk tale: Once upon a time - Artair and Vega"

Folk tale wearing a garb 

by media artist FriiH

by installation artist Park, Yeo-ju

by installation art group Mono Complex
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It was an unusual exhibition that conceptualized 

two spaces ( Dosan Park and a Sulwahsoo 

flagship store) as a representative part of the 

familiar story of a fairy and woodman. Its 

theme was yearnings for heavenly beauty. 

Eleven artist team from sculpture, installation, 

architecture, media, design, and traditional 

garment communicated with audiences 

through their artwork. 

"Folk tale: Once upon a time - 

A fairy and woodman"

Out of the exhibition hall
Under the theme of The Most Typical House, the exhibition was open last winter at the 

main building of AMOREPACIFIC. The participant artists expressed in their own way a 

practical and esthetic value of the Korean traditional patterns found in the house. They 

used a design of butterfly, bird, and flower which represents happiness and beauty.

Micro-sense - House of Pattern

In pursuit of values embedded in space and pattern

Long times ago, gilding was allowed only for the royal family. The gilt fair was held at 

AMOREPACIFIC (owner of the brand Sulwhasoo) headquarters building, which had been 

founded in late 2017. The fair was full of fantasy ensuring a multi-sensory experience. The way 

how workpieces were displayed was greatly praised for its uniqueness and boldness. Its subtitle 

was 'Fortune Land - oriental fantasy full of auspicious energy.'

Fortune land - Gilt fair

A different look at old-time crafts 

Sculptor and Carpenter Jung, Jae-hoon

by tangible cultural asset for gilding Kim, Deokwan by Baek, Jong-hwan, Kim, Jin-jin,  Lee, Da-eun, Kang, Ju-ri, Kim, Yi-hong, and Park, Sung-jin
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Living 
is art
Yido Pottery CEO 

Lee, Yoon-shin x 

Artist Park, Sang-hui
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Yido marking the 30th 

anniversary of the foundation 

is changing. CEO Lee, Yoon-

shin was inspired by artist Park, 

Sang-hui's artwork, and created 

a living brand named Yi,privée.

Congratulations on the launching 

of Yi,privée! Lee, Yoon-shin Yido 

building's renewal is underway which 

is in Gahoe-dong (the neighborhood in 

Seoul). This is to enlarge the section 

of living products. The whole first floor 

will be replaced with Yi,privée. The 

second floor is a craft shop under the 

brand name of Atelier and the pottery 

class will be downsized. Opening 

soon in June!   

Park, Sang-hui There are three 

brands in Yido: Yido pottery, Yi,privée, 

and Atelier. Yido pottery is to produce 

porcelain products under the 

leadership of CEO Lee and Yi,privée is 

a premium living brand based on craft 

arts. Atelier features artistic value and 

symbolism. Yi,privée includes Sang-

hui Connection which handles only my 

handmade pottery goods. 

CEO Lee, as a potter and business 

owner, must be well aware of how 

important collaboration between 

art and industry is.

Lee, Yoon-shin I like to be called a 

potter rather than CEO. I had never 

thought about becoming a company 

owner but already 30 years have 

passed since the foundation. I think 

that industrialization is inevitable to 

make pottery be used in daily life. On 

one hand, it's a bit sad to see many 

customers do not know that I'm a 

pottery artist and still work on artwork. 

I'd like to ask Ms. Park. How is it 

like to work with Yido?

Park, Sang-hui I was just a painter 

until last year. But while working with 

Yido, I try to take on challenges. Now 

I'm introducing handmade painting 

for living products. In the beginning, 

I was so ambitious that I was easily 

distressed by falling short of my 

expectations. Looking back on, it was 

an experience.

It seems that the motto of Yido: 

Living is art has lasted. 

Lee, Yoon-shin Yes, it does. The 

motto's never changed. Over the 

past 30 years, I worked hard with a 

sense of duty and responsibility. It is A
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Beauty in living. The living brand 

Yi,privée is a start.

Can you imagine how Yi,privée will 

develop in the coming years?

Lee, Yoon-shin For years, I tried to 

find a way to unveil Park's work to the 

market and the outcome is the Sang-

hui connection. This is a brand creation 

rather than collaboration. I want 

to assist her as much as I can. I'm 

surprised to see her positive change 

during the preparation for the brand 

launching. That's what we call an artist 

who can give or take an influence, I 

think.

Park, Sang-hui I was extremely 

fascinated by Lee's pure white 

porcelain. In fact, I've been 

continuously attracted by purity 

evolving myself. I want to embody 

the purity of soil through pottery so, 

I tend to use simple and plain colors 

these days. I have a lot of thoughts in 

the head. Also, I'm pleased with such 

a good opportunity to change myself. 

Tell me about the plan for the 

future.

Lee, Yoon-shin I'd like to continue 

a collaboration with other art areas 

or industries. I launched Yido cultural 

foundation in March 2019 to more 

actively support young potters or 

artists but also musicians. We opened 

a performance hall in Hongdae (the 

neighborhood in Seoul) called the 

Nora Stage Y where jazz, hip hop, 

and traditional Korean musicians 

have concerts twice a week. In Yido 

academy, a classical music critic gives 

a lecture every two weeks. I think this 

is another part of art in living. I often 

get inspired by music although I don't 

know about music. 

Park, Sang-hui Through the Sang-

hui Connection, I'd like to show my 

world and myself more intensely. This 

is a new challenge for me who used 

flamboyant and vivid colors creating 

artwork. I hope to bring another me 

through Yi,privée.

amazing to see so many people use 

ceramic goods as dishware today as 

opposed to the past when pottery was 

considered for decoration only. I recall 

that I created dozens of pots a day at 

that time. I feel great that the public 

perspectives of pottery changed in a 

good way. Nonetheless, I'm always 

concerned about the future of Yido. If 

I decide something I think about next 

naturally. For the time being, I will be 

focused on the Yi,privée project. We 

have always pursued Irreplaceable A
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Through collaboration, a company 

enhances its image and profit while 

people experience new public art. Han, 

Jemma is happy when she works on 

art-industry collaboration. 

Cut out for 
collaboration
Art collaboration 

director Han, Jemma

What collaboration project are you 

in now? I was appointed as invited art 

director for Gangwon Kids Triennale, 

a child art festival, scheduled to be 

held coming autumn. Before, I usually 

collaborated with notable paintings 

and celebrated artists in Korea. This 

time I will work on children's paintings 

with enterprises, therefore, it would 

be quite a different style from the past 

in applying the paintings to products. 

Your name Han, Jemma reminds 

many people of an art collaboration 

director. What do you make of it?

There wasn't the expression in Korea 

until before I worked for the Korea 

Trade-Investment Promotion Agency 

(KOTRA) as a creative director in 2012. 

In what sense do you think art-

industry collaboration is worth?

If art meets industry, unexpected 

outcomes can be earned. This means 

that all the parties concerned can 

expand their capacity. A company can 

turn more profit let alone a positive 

corporate image. Meanwhile, people 

can experience a new aspect of art 

never expected. Art collaboration could 

be defined as a process of creating 

new value from understanding about 

each different area and concession for 

a single goal. 

What does collaboration mean to 

you? I think I'm good at introducing 

the industry to art although I have 

a long way to go. Isn't it good to 

Art collaboration was extremely rare 

among businesses and organizations 

at that time. The KOTRA is a 

government body supporting small 

enterprises for their development. I 

wanted to avoid common design. An 

effort to look for a new style led me to 

art collaboration. 

What is it like art-enterprise 

collaboration in the KOTRA?

It is part of the assistance of export as 

the organization was built to promote 

export. By creating something 

synergetic effect between art and 

enterprises we can contribute to the 

goal, I thought. In that sense, the 

project was worth doing and spending 

budget. A
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encourage all to go together and 

achieve together? Noticing something 

great to produce a synergistic 

effect from one and the other, and 

connecting them: That's the job I do 

that I love.

What is important to make a 

collaboration successful?

Both parties should be aware that 

the goal is what they want to achieve 

first. Then, they should confirm it as 

a common goal. This is important 

because when a goal is equally shared 

the relationship can be equal. In the 

same context, the responsibility 

should be equal. And the two-party 

should respect their difference in 

nature. In addition, in an environment 

where both are considerate of the 

other party and willing to concede, 

either party can freely ask something 

they need to the other party. 

What kind of efforts are you making 

to continue this job? When I was 

younger, I intensely focused on setting 

a goal. Now I'm more focused on 

doing the job that I should or can do. I 

wish a great art collaboration director 

effectively using what I've learned 

and experienced over the past time. 

That's why I hope to grow up further.

What do you think of yourself 

as an art collaboration director? 

There was a time when people often 

asked "What do you do for work?" or 

"Isn't it good for you to concentrate 

on a single job?" Sometimes I asked 

myself "What is my job?" I tried hard 

to find my identity and kept working. 

The time I tried looking into myself is 

the base on which I was grown up. 

Now I feel like being recognized as 

a decent art collaboration director. I 

will keep my best to be a good multi-

player.A
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Project ONN discovers a channel 

where artists and the public interact 

from artistic imagination and cutting-

edge technologies. 

"We look at a new genre, completely 

different from the conventional art." 

This is the answer from art director 

Kim, In-hyun when asked 'What 

is art for Project ONN?' ONN's 

representative artist Shin, Joon-shik 

adds, ""Now is the time for artists 

and scientists to respond to the 

changing world."" The ONN (led by 

former classical composer Kim, In-

hyun in New York, artist Shin, Joon-

shik, choreographer Park, Jin-ah and 

Seo, Ji-eun, IT expert Kim, Young-oh, 

and artist Park, In-joon) projects were 

always listed first. Among them are 

the world's first XR exhibition and the 

Asian first Microsoft archiving artist. 

They are using XR extended reality, 

one of the most advanced technology. 

The XR covers all the existing virtual 

reality technology like VR and AR 

allowing audiences to feel the artwork 

real. They also utilize a cutting-edge 

5G generation technology developed 

by Microsoft called Volumetric 3D 

Capture. The Project ONN is focused 
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Next time, it will be the ONN, the 

ONN felt it. "It seems extremely 

surprising to many people that Seoul 

is the place to open the first-ever XR 

exhibition but we feel like it's natural. 

While living in a foreign country, I 

could see Korea as highly potential.

Maybe I overlooked that Korea has 

a proud long-time culture." I was 

able to feel Shin's confidence and 

affection for Seoul. As were other 

cities leading the world, Seoul is 

highly dynamic and active.

They aim to go abroad in 2021. But 

any world's first exhibition will be 

held in Seoul as they want to produce 

young progressive artists of their kind 

here in Seoul. "I'd like to perform art 

which has never been imagined." 

on embodying technology to art so 

that audience can experience the 

technology using art tools."

Artist Shin, Joon-shik explains that 

the art-technology mix will come into 

its own in their recent exhibition: 

Future Days - Time and Space 

scheduled to be held in Platform-L art 

center from May 22. "The theme is 

Transcendence of Time and Space. A 

multiple of historical moments will be 

materialized as a single scene. After 

the virtual experience, audiences will 

be able to have new perspectives 

about time and space." Chief 

developer Kim, Young-oh is doing hard 

even for further development. "What 

is different from the past is that 

we take interaction with audiences 

more seriously. We will introduce AI 

technology. For example, we capture 

an audience's facial expression and 

turn on some music for a targeted 

person."

"Today, art is indispensable for 

technology and vice versa. Any 

contemporary artists would agree 

to that." This is the right time for the 

ONN because platform technologies 

have been diversified and the 

paradigm of content consumption 

completely changed. 

For the ONN, the city of Seoul is 

symbolically meaningful. Foreign 

media introduced the Future Days 

exhibition hailing 'Exhibition in Seoul 

showing the direction of future art' 

and gave special attention to Seoul. 

From far right, artist Park, In-joon, chief developer Kim, Young-oh, choreographer Huh, Ji-eun, art director Kim, In-hyun, representative 
artist Shin, Joon-shik, and chief choreographer Park, Jin-ah
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Tell me about projects or activities 

In-classic is involved in. We like to 

show various aspects of classical 

music. For instance, we teach musical 

instruments to children from a poor 

family to form a child orchestra. We 

also participate in making a musical 

in English. During the summertime, 

we play music including pop in a 

campsite. All our musical activities 

have a story. Moreover, we are willing 

to collaborate with various companies. 

In a word, we are a group that designs 

collaboration in music.

Since graduation from college, 

you worked as a member of the 

orchestra. How was it like? These 

days, there are few places to work. 

For trumpet, two seats at best 

are available per year. Under the 

circumstances, hopefully, In-classic 

would be helpful for the music players.

But in Korea, people would think of 

a classical music player as someone 

from a well-to-do classy family. 

That's not the case many times. 

Maybe 80% of players will be just 

ordinary people. I want to break the 

prejudice because such a wrong idea 

may cause misunderstanding about 

classical music.

Maybe that's why I felt In-classic 

concerts much more familiar 

than other classical concerts. 

Artists should be aware of the fact 

that classical art or music is not so 

attractive to many people. In-class 

is well aware of that and, therefore, 

tries to design an easy concert to get 

it accepted by more people. We're 

aimed at healing the contemporary 

people. People of our times have a 

lot of psychological and emotional 

stresses but no way out. This is 

the point where music and art are 

needed. We often play pop-music as 

we want to make people get familiar 

with classical instruments first before 

appreciating classical music.

There must be a negative look at 

your approach. Sure. For example, 

when I took a profile photo with the 

In-classic members we wore white 

suits, which is very unconventional. 

We were blamed for being too casual 

and preposterous. But I believe that 

we have to transform ourselves 

and try something anyway at a time 

when the number of classical music 

listeners is getting lower. I hope 

that we can produce some good 

results and people seeing us have 

different perspectives. Regardless of 

the musical instrument, great music 

always touches us emotionally. I'd 

like to keep trying new ways and 

collaboration.  

In-classic is classified into a social 

company. What is that mean? In-

classic is financially supported by the 

government as a social enterprise. 

We have a program to help women 

musicians. Women are less likely to 

settle down in the industry than men. 

Mothers are often implicitly forced 

to resign or crowded out of the job 

position. Another In-classic's goal is 

to create jobs. Our staff members are 

all music players but they learn how 

to run a business as well. I think that 

their experience in running a business 

may lead them to create a business of 

this kind in the future.

I heard that many concerts have 

been canceled due to COVID-19. 

How about for In-classic? The 

COVID-19 outbreak is definitely a 

disaster but it gave me an opportunity 

to find a way to survive. Usually, 

audiences going to conventional 

classical concerts are interested in 

classical music from the first place. 

Due to the limitations, I started 

thinking about drawing audiences. 

An idea occurred to me: an online 

concert. It could increase access to 

classical music, I thought. We will 

open an online concert in the coming 

July titled Pajamas Classic. We play 

instruments wearing pyjamas. We 

are asked for songs from viewers and 

play instantly.

Do you have another plan? We are 

planning to create various business 

models to apply on a daily basis. We 

may use them not only for concert 

production but also for platform 

services or subscription culture. 

We are also preparing a webtoon 

to enhance the public awareness of 

classical music. I believe business 

marketing is important as much as 

musical ability.

What is In-classic's ultimate goal? 

We want to appeal to the public 

showing a different and attractive 

style. If we can form a new art 

market, some other people may come 

up with another new different idea. 

New ideas in art create businesses in 

art and more businesses in art create 

more jobs in art. This is the process of 

how art develops, I believe.  

In-classic CEO Jung, In-seo wants to make 

people feel closer to classical music.

Welcome to the classical 

music world!

In-classic CEO Jung, In-seo
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Classical music sounds difficult to 

people who first encounter it. Three 

pianists came forward to help you.

Classical 
music, 
close to you
"Classical Monday"

on Youtube

Crisis of classical music Youtube is a 

well-known content platform. Tens of 

thousands of content are uploaded on 

Youtube every day. There is a classical 

music talk show which is unusual. This 

is Classical Monday and three young 

pianists emcee the show. I went to 

their place for an interview.

I expected a classy and elegant 

aspect for classical pianists but they 

were vivid and cheerful as well. They 

exchanged jokes and looked fun.

"We started the Youtube activity partly 

because of prejudice about classical 

music and players." Kim, In-sun, 

director and the main emcee of the 

Classical Monday, said.

Members of Classical Monday, from 

right, Kim, Jeong-lim, Lee, Soo-min, 

and Kim, In-sun People easily consider 

that a classical musician must be 

born to rich parents, having expensive 

music classes, and graduating from 

prestigious schools. But the reality the 

Members of Classical Monday, 
from right, Kim, Jeong-lim, Lee, Soo-min, and Kim, In-sun
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Listening in the Summer Time and it 

handles issues like 'Should I memorize 

sheet music as a student?' or 'Good 

music for prenatal development.' A 

total of 39 videos are in the playlist. 

The content is divided into four 

sessions: Counselling, Playing 

music & wrap-up talk, Comparative 

appreciation, and Music 

recommendation. Viewers like the 

comparative appreciation session the 

most. While playing two videos in 

live and the musicians compare and 

explain on the two.

People have an aha moment listening 

to both music and explanation. 

Classical music is not something 

strange anymore to them.

Season 2 coming soon with better 

content When we think the viewer 

needs to listen to some music in 

advance, we recommend it. If you 

get involved in our talk after listening 

to the music in question, you will 

feel different. The wrap-up talk is a 

review. It may be more interesting 

as the player on that day talks about 

the music from her point of view. 

Those who recently began listening to 

classical music or would-be classical 

musician may be interested in the 

counseling session. There are quite 

musicians face seems harsh. Only a 

limited number of people are willing 

to go to a classical concert whereas 

they devoted themselves to music. 

This means they may face financial 

difficulty.

Long relationship but the source 

of worry Classical music is definitely 

fan-based. Complicated and difficult 

terminology is a big obstacle to 

generalize. Moreover, it is not 

easy to tell difference in analysis 

between and among conductors and 

players. Addressing the difficulty to 

understand: This is the most tricky 

issue of the industry. It makes sense.

"Actually, triple axel jump is 

terminology in figure skating but 

many people know it because figure 

skating commentators often used 

while broadcasting Kim, Yeon-ah's (one 

of the world's best figure skaters) 

performance. To make people better 

understand classical music, some 

should do the same. People should 

be able to hear what the background 

stories of music are, or what the 

point while listening to music is. 

Then, classical music will be more 

interesting and familiar," In-sun said. 

Youtube looked perfect to effectively 

deliver information.

On July 26th, 2017, the first season 

was on the air. Its title is Piano Music 

useful Q&A like 'Is classical music 

competition fair?' or 'Tell me about 

studying music in Germany.' As the 

three players graduated from junior 

and junior high art schools, students 

who want to go to an art school can 

get a practical solution or information.

For the past ten months, Classical 

Monday contributed to the 

popularization of classical music albeit 

a small step. As of coming July when 

the broadcast marks the one-year 

birthday, season 1 will come to an 

end. And they will produce season 2 

for the better. Such a season system 

will be more useful to upgrade their 

content step by step, they believe.

"In the season 1, we only talked about 

the piano. We'd like to expand the 

talk issues. Further, it may expand to 

culture and art across the board. It 

doesn't seem impossible as we have 

many alumni in the art area."

Our final topic is the current crisis 

of the classical music industry. They 

argue that classical music should 

no longer be considered a high-end 

culture and it has to move closer 

to more ordinary people. What 

the industry needs now is to try 

something. If the Classical Monday 

team continues the activity to inform 

more people of classical music, its 

effort will bear fruit. W
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AI technologies are applied in the art world. CEO Park, Ji-eun who runs the 

world's first AI gallery is changing the concept of creation with AI to pioneer 

a new art industry.

AI 
meets art

Pulse Nine CEO Park, Ji-eun

The world's first AI art gallery 

"When I explain that it's created by AI, 

people don't get it. My work receives 

attention more from abroad than from 

home. One was auctioned off at a 

price of KRW 500 Million. I'm thinking 

about collaboration only with AI."

Park majored in design in college but 

worked for an IT company as well 

as entertainment and mass media 

company. Through the experience at 

the IT company, she became aware of 

AI technologies. She wrote a master's 

degree dissertation due to which she 

received R&D support by the Seoul 

Business Agency and was able to 

start a business. 

"I studied how to process graphics 

with AI for about three years. In 2018, 

I created an application that uses AI 

to enable humans to draw but it was 

used only for drawing pets because 

of a noise problem. I tried to use the 

technology for another outcome and 

finally produced an AI digital imaging 

solution called Paintly. I thought the 

technology might be lucrative seeing 

some paintings drawn with AI were 

sold overseas." 

Around when she started the 

business there was a high interest in 

adopting AI technology to art in the 

western world. So-called rising stars 

in the art area were experimenting 

AI for their creation. Some influential 

artists also accepted the technology 

to pioneer a new area. AI artwork 

groups have already been formed 2-3 

years ago. Compared to the trend, 

Korea is rather belated. Under such 

circumstances, Pulse Nine opened 

AIA Gallery, which handles AI artwork 

only. Afterward, a gallery handling AI 

artwork only opened in Dublin, Ireland 

earlier this year.   

Collaboration between AI and 

human The artwork introduced in the 

gallery is all completed with the help 

of AI technology. One of the artists 

who joined the project was Doo Min, 

popular for the picture of dice. He 

positively accepted her proposal to 

work on AI. The process is simple. AI 

draws a picture and a human artist 

completes adding something he/she 

wants.A
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There is a controversy about creativity. 

Can you say that AI is creative?

"The AI's work until now has been 

confined to passive responsibility. AI 

only draws what it has been ordered 

by a human. The artwork auctioned 

at Christies for the first time ever in 

2018 was also made that way. I gave 

an order AI to learn and complete 

drawings in the 18th century. 

Currently, humans take most part of 

the collaboration."

Then, it seems that AI is not able to 

create yet taking only a secondary 

part. But the outcome is truly 

remarkable. Doo Min also said, "It was 

a completely different work compared 

to my own work." Park confided that 

it was really interesting to develop 

artwork in a self-destructive way 

accepting an extremely unfamiliar 

partner for collaboration.

The final co-work among Park, AI, and 

Doo Min is titled 'Commune with...' 

It is a drawing of Dokdo (islets in the 

Korean territory). The upper part from 

the water surface was completed 

by Doo Min in the western style 
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while the lower part by AI in the 

oriental style. No one would notice 

there is a touch by a robot. About 

the emergence of AI, Doo Min once 

said, "When the camera was invented 

people worried saying that the value 

of drawings and paintings would 

be gone. But since then, painting 

arts developed and experienced an 

innovation rather raising the value." 

We need to remember this.   

Park believes that AI art is not 

a threat to human artists but a 

catalyst to motivate them to bring 

more imagination leading to the 

development of arts. 

Season 2 coming soon with better 

content At this point, you may worry 

about copyrights. Who owns the 

copyrights to the artwork made by 

AI? Park explained, "A human artist 

creates and designs the whole idea 

about the artwork, therefore, the 

rights should belong to the human 

artist. The creator and his/her company 

share the rights. At present, there are 

three engineers and a couple of artists 

in Pulse Nine."

AI is being applied only for drawings 

or paintings for now. Will that be 

possible for sculpture?

"Definitely. It is possible if you are 

willing to use a 3D printer or robotic 

arms while solving some problems. At 

the current state, one negative thing I 

see is that AI is not able to effectively 

express oil or watercolor paintings. 

But it may be possible if I use a robotic 
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arm." AI's potential is endless. It is only 

a matter of the speed of development. 

How exciting it is!

Pulse Nine is attempting to expand 

platforms as well. It is planning to open 

an online gallery to show its artwork 

without limits of time and space. In 

addition, it will use web services like 

an online showcase or open exhibition.

"I hope many more artists get 

interested in the AI art and join us. I'm 

excited to see what kind of artwork 

they come up with. Further, I'd like to 

move to the graphic field like webtoon 

or cinema. I'm willing to challenge 

any kind of genre if it gives me an 

opportunity to break new ground," she 

says softly but firmly. Their challenge 

seems worth it.  
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What is Tumblbug like? It is a 

crowdfunding platform to help 

creators in need of funds to produce 

creative work. It was launched in 

2011 as a channel to support projects 

and producers. The total amount of 

funding is about KRW 100 Billion until 

now and the size has quadrupled 

every year.

What made you establish 

Tumblbug? When I was in college 

I tried to produce a short film in the 

winter break and I felt the need to 

raise a fund. I wanted to create a 

funding platform where creators open 

their ideas about not only films but 

also books and photos to raise funds. 

There were around 30 platforms of 

its kind at that time but didn't seem 

effective to reflect the needs of 

creators. I noticed that the payment 

should be made easier. Tumblbug is 

something to realize the needs.

Since the launching of Tumblbug, 

more people became able to 

introduce something creative to 

the world. We raised about KRW 120 

Million in the first year of 2011 and 

expanded the area into like music 

and architecture. It was a meaningful 

outcome although the funding size 

was relatively small compared to now 

reaching KRW 3 Billion per month. 

A small project whose success is 

uncertain is not easy to access a 

large-scale fund. Tumlbug may play 

a certain role in making a new try 

possible.   

Have you ever expected this many 

people wanted to create and 

sponsor creators? I was asked about 

the growth possibility many times. 

Some pointed out that the number of 

creators and producers would be too 

small. But I believe that really amazing 

things beyond our imagination will 

become able to be created with a 

much smaller amount of money than 

in the past. And now on the platform, 

all kinds of information in detail are 

being shared allowing creative minds 

to try and make what they want.

Did you expect that the way of 

creation would change? In the 

past, you had to go through a lot of 

complicated processes to make a film. 

Today, people share creative material 

including films on Youtube (launched 

in 2006) with a couple of clicks. In 

2008, a digital cinema camera was 

first introduced. With the widespread 

of DSLR, anyone became able to 

manufacture a high-quality video. 

Looking at the trend, I felt that much 

more fun material could be made 

spending a much smaller amount of 

money.

What is the most impressive 

project you've ever had? There was 

a project for launching an artificial 

satellite designed by a man and a 

couple who ran a book publishing 

company. As soon as the idea was put 

up on our website, the funding was 

done. The book publisher designed 

the quality of books depending on the 

This is not a shop but a crowdfunding 

platform for creators supporting creative 

activities.

Feel free to make 

whatever you want
Tumblbug CEO Yeom, Jai-seung

funding amount. For example, if the 

amount reaches KRW 3 Million, only 

translation is available. If it is KRW 10 

Million, the hardcover is available. But 

the result was much more than that. It 

was more than KRW 50 Million. 

I know Tumblbug wraps up the 

year's creation trend and shares 

the information. Social minorities 

and women's social status were 

some of the most talked-about in 

2019. You must be feeling a change 

in trend. I don't focus only on the 

consumption trend. I consider the 

issue of social minorities an agenda 

to be discussed on our platform in the 

long term. Tumblbug is going to serve 

as a new media dealing with issues 

that the existing male-oriented society 

is not interested in.

Do you have any idea about the 

way a creator should follow? I 

think innovation can be driven by 

technology. A new opportunity or a 

change in the way of creation comes 

with new technology. Therefore, 

people involved in art should be 

sensitive to new media or technology.

There must be various technologies 

that are different from Tumblbug to 

be used as a tool to introduce your 

creative work to the world. You have 

countless measures to raise a fund, 

attract clients, and form a fan base. 

You should put your idea into practice 

in an active way. If you don't give up 

trying hard explaining your creation as 

fast as and as frequently as possible, 

you will more likely to find a client 

who likes your work. W
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Times have changed. People are turning to 

rent or purchasing less expensive artwork 

rather than owning expensive ones.

Art-full house
Print Bakery Chief director 

Kim, Eun-young
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Like casually visiting a bakery Print 

Bakery. The name sounds not like an 

art dealer but a bakery. Chief director 

Kim, Eun-young burst out laughing at 

what I said.

"Many people think the same. Even a 

patissier applied for this company. We 

put this name in the hope that people 

casually come to this place in daily life 

and feel closer to art."

I fully understand the intention but 

is it so simple, as a matter of fact? 

It doesn't seem so simple to find 

reasonable prices between buyers 

and sellers of artwork. Kim explains, 

"That's why Print Bakery was created. 

It consists of skilled professionals 

handling the issue." I had a realization 

after looking at the name list of the 

members. They are all renowned art 

professionals such as Seoul Auction, 

Gana Art Center, Gana Art Park, and 

Gana Insa Art Center.

To raise access to art Raising access 

of general people to art is not easy 

even by a competent team of experts. 

There needs something more. The 

solution suggested by Print Bakery 

is engraving print. Does it mean that 

they sell the engraving print artwork 

only? Kim said yes. 

Engraving is the practice of incising 

a design on to a hard, usually flat 

surface by cutting grooves into it 

with a burin. It can produce the same 

work as many as you want. It can 

be compared to digital printing in a 

sense. That is, it's like copying an 

artwork of a popular artist and selling 

or lending it to consumers. Brilliant! 

The only issue is copyrighted but no 

problem as the Print Bakery members 

are experts in the area. Rather, how 

to reproduce quality work as close as 

possible to the original is the point.

"We discuss with the artist in very 

detail while producing the work 

including detailed touches and colors. 

As a result, we can embody the 

original work up to 99%." 

Each artwork manufactured includes 

the artist's handwritten signature. 

There is also an edition number which 

means that they tightly manage all the 

work. The print is nothing less than 

the original although it is designed to 

rent or sell at lower prices.  

I asked her what she wanted to show 

the most to the public. She picked 

without hesitation one titled 5-IV-71 

#200 Universe (by artist Kim, Whan-

ki), which is acclaimed for its poetic 

patterns. If you take a closer look at 

the painting, the brush strokes seem A
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like spreading out. At Christie's in 

2019, it was auctioned off at a price of 

as much as KRW 13.2 Billion (or $10.8 

Million) demonstrating its value. This 

is the highest price ever in national 

history. 

Public art is created to be enjoyed 

by all There is no renting or selling at 

lower prices in the overseas market 

yet. But it has been known that 

there is a great potential demand for 

inexpensive arts, in fact. Print Bakery 

is now running seven branches 

including in Seoul. The interest in 

them is significantly high. As many as 

300 artists signed a contract with Print 

Bakery and the number of artwork 

pieces reaches 600. A growing 

amount of art is still being created. 

The only concern for Print Bakery is 

how to introduce the huge artwork 

collection to the public. 

I examined each branch's 

characteristics of customers and 

understood that the age group 

was different among them. So, I 

designed differently for each store. 

As a result, the number of customers 

went up. I can see that trends in arts 

consumption are shifting: Arts are 

becoming something to enjoy."

 The trend shifting requires a change 

in arts circulation. Now, how to 

deliver the value of an artwork is 

more important than how to sell 

the artwork. In addition, we have to 

properly lead consumers to have an 

appreciation for art. And artwork in 

daily life definitely will enrich people's 

lives. A
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Hope for independence  Jongno Art Theater president Sung, Cheon-mo

Go straight whatever  Cheong Nyun Dan Theater president Min, Sae-rom

Rooftop art house manager  Shin-chon Theater manager Jeon, Jin-mo

Lead a new event-booking culture  Play Ticket Co., Ltd. CEO Kim, Hyo-sang

I'm a Pansori actress  Pansori actress Park, In-hye

STRUGGLING 
PERFORMING ARTS 

INDUSTRY

COVID-19 is suffocating performing artists. Despite the harsh reality, 

artists in Seoul keep working on art never giving up. Here is their story.
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Hope
for independence
Jongno Art Theater President 

Sung, Cheon-mo

COVID-19 stopped the world. Partly 

because of that Jongno Art Theater 

is to leave the birthplace (Jongno) 

although this year marks its 10th 

birthday. But President Sung, Cheon-

mo says that this is an opportunity, 

not a crisis.
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definite end point. What have you 

been doing for two years?

I started seminars in the hope 

that young directors get help from 

professionals in choreography, 

directing, and arts to develop the 

theater industry further. There is a 

gap between theory and putting it 

into practice but the discussion over 

it which is necessary has not been 

made. To close the gap I came up with 

the idea. I tried a new experiment 

as well as reading novels. I'm also 

seriously concerned about financial 

independence.

Is it possible to achieve financial 

independence?

Once you rent a theater you should 

ensure people who fill the seats by 

giving invitation tickets, if necessary. 

This place didn't require that job but I 

put on a play only on weekends for a 

try. As a result, the seats were full as 

the frequency was reduced and both 

audiences and actors/actresses were 

more satisfied. On weekdays, space 

is presented for other purposes like 

art creation. 

The theater name is not common.

For long years, I worked as an 

assistant director and director 

experiencing the theater system. 

I've thought a sustainable space 

is essential for an artist group to 

sustain art activities while traveling 

here and there. The area of Jongno, 

a neighborhood in Seoul, was so 

attractive to me. My colleagues and I 

created the theater and name hoping 

that the place could be the center for 

collaboration (between art and play).

You started the theater with a S
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How come did you decide not to 

sign a contract anymore with the 

current theater and leave Jongno?

Most artist groups financially depend 

on the city or national government. 

Under the condition, artists have 

limitations on freedom and cannot 

fully unleash their potential, I believe. 

And the sustainability of the group 

becomes uncertain as well. I'd like to 

try to stand by ourselves to sustain 

in the longer term. This may be an 

opportunity to make a difference 

rather than a crisis. We are in hard 

times, though. 

Do you feel any need while running 

the theater?

We should have more expertise 

and present more fascinating work. 

Something audiences would never 

expect is needed.

This year marks the 10th birthday 

of Jongno Art Theater. What's the 

next step?

First, we will develop a training 

program for artists. At this point, we 

need to go back to basics and ponder 

on ourselves. How shall we face the 

audience and how should we prepare 

for that? We will also need a good 

selection and concentration in the 

process of art activities. 

Moreover, I'm interested in 

videography. Filming plays or 

performances cannot be an alternative 

to the theater industry but I'd like to 

make a 3-minute play video and 20-30 

episodes in total. Someday, I will try 

experimental filming by hiding about 

50 cameras in the theater.
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central or municipal government 

subsidy projects are for the short 

term although many art groups are 

relying on them. And we need a 

shift in awareness of the staff. They 

should be recognized as creative 

designers instead of just engineers. 

Preproduction can be successful 

under awareness. Our goal is to make 

the system in which creative work 

is possible. It may be too ambitious 

but we will put on Christians by 

ourselves through fundraising in the 

half of this year.

Did everyone agree that it was at 

the crossroads? Around January of 

last year, we shared the awareness of 

that and seriously talked about taking 

on challenges and consequences. 

I feel like now is the time to get 

involved in other experiences and 

fundraising. I think small-sized 

theaters should find a way to survive 

and sustain keeping their value and 

standards. They need to be able and in 

preparation to discuss with companies 

and sponsors. All members of us 

agreed to give up if we fail to build our 

own sustainable system in 2-3 years. 

If we fail, at least our trials and errors 

may be used as data.

What about funding? Which area 

are you targeting and in what form?

I'd like to work with the government 

or startups in the long term. Whereas 

the number of audiences is limited, 

a preparation period for performance 

is getting longer. We are making 

8-10 kinds of promotion videos 3-4 

months before the promotion getting 

started. We try to find something in 

common with startups and propose a 

partnership with them.

What motivates Cheong Nyun Dan 

to step forward? It must be endless 

efforts driven by the passion of our 

members. And the belief that we 

are growing up anyway made us try 

more. We have been keeping in touch 

with those who share the same idea 

with us on the self-sufficiency and 

sustainability of art by holding some 

festivities. The events confirmed 

that many artists of our kind are out 

there and encouraged us to do better. 

This year's keyword is Connectivity. 

We are seeking to find answers to 

some questions: Why does the world 

need our plays and theaters? How 

can we connect local communities 

to theaters? We should put the 

relationship with local communities 

and industry-first not to isolate us 

from the outside.

How did you start Cheong Nyun 

Dan Theater consisting of art 

staff only?  I began my career as 

a lighting designer. I encountered 

some respectful colleagues and we 

were determined to step further and 

create something new in the area. 

We experienced trial and error and 

even faced some negative feedbacks 

for about seven years since 2011. But 

because we had a solid goal, we were 

able to go through the times.

Is there a motto the group shares?

Mostly, we are not able to take a 

leading role in work with productions. 

Some productions regard a visual or 

audio designer as someone in charge 

of decoration. A stage designer once 

said that Cheong Nyun Dan Theater 

is precious and thankful for creative 

staff members because we take 

enough time to select and discuss 

creative work. We want to play as 

preproduction: a team specialized in 

the production business through a 

great deal of consideration and mutual 

discussion before shooting a film. 

Your desire to take the next 

step brought you here. Do you 

still desire for the next step? I 

have no more interest in receiving 

government subsidies as such 

Word the most frequently mentioned by 

President Min Sae-rom is 'Next.' A trial is 

necessary for the future and a bigger trial brings 

a bigger fear.

Go straight whatever
Cheong Nyun Dan Theater President 
Min Sae-rom
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There is a theater where the sound of train or rain is 

part of the play. That is Shin-chon Theater placed on 

top of the roof. Its specific environment presents a 

new experience to the audience watching a play.
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Theater manager
Sinchon Theater manager 

Jeon, Jin-mo
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working with different creators at 

each time. I may be quit someday and 

someone can replace my position. 

He/She will need a stable condition to 

take and run the business. This is what 

I'm concerned about. Fortunately, 

the theater is swifter than the other 

general theaters to change and find a 

financial source as it is smaller-sized.

What is the attractive point of 

Sinchon Theater from a director's 

point of view? Limitations that 

this theater has made me think 

more leading to more creativity. 

Sometimes, there is a miraculous 

moment when addressing trouble 

which is unthinkable for conventional 

theaters. This is absolutely the 

moment when shortcomings turn 

the merit. I hope that artists use 

this theater as a playground being 

encouraged to do whatever they 

want. I also feel myself being more 

open and honest here. The open and 

free environment may be the most 

attractive points of this theater.

 You opened the theater under the 

concept of "Theater + Salon". Still 

the same?I wanted to diversify the 

use of theater and set the concept 

in the hope to encourage audiences 

not only to watch but also to mingle 

with artists. But in reality, it was not 

easy to hold gathering events due to 

time and space limits. We try to have 

at least wrap-up talks or a small party 

after play. 

Why is it necessary to connect 

audiences to artists? At Sinchon 

Theater, the physical distance 

between audience and actors/

actresses is so close and even the 

audience does not clearly catch the 

timing to go out at the play's end. I'd 

like to make the audience aware of 

artists and curious about future play. 

As part of the effort, I put names of 

actors/actresses on a poster instead 

of the theater name.

What was it like the meetup with 

audiences? We had a dialogue with 

audiences. I expected casual free 

exchanges but it didn't go well. I hope 

it will get better over time. For now, it 

is like trying to understand each party. 

The theater is placed in a quiet 

place. How is it like? It is a half-

completed rooftop. At first, I doubted 

that the place would function as 

a theater. But I was attracted by 

some small things near there like 

the backstreet or stairs of the 

building. Such a place could be more 

interesting. I thought.  

You are working as a theater 

director but since 2017 you have 

introduced various art genres. 

How come? Over the three years, 

I worked on more than 50 theater 

arts such as play, choreography, and 

visual arts. There is a time limit for any 

performance or exhibition open to the 

public here at this theater. The way 

of appreciating art is different from 

that of a conventional gallery. This is 

rather like a theater art. I don't think 

we should draw a line between and 

among art genres. While dealing with 

various genres I feel like I'm being 

more flexible.

What was difficult to run the 

theater for three years? I don't have 

a consistent rule but it depends on 

the artist. There might be uncertainty 

or instability in running the business 

as I can't control all variables while S
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which includes information on 

performing arts in addition to a 

ticket reservation link. Why is it 

necessary to have such a form? 

Promotional marketing is very hard for 

theaters unless it is a production. It 

is the top priority for Play Ticket to be 

recognized as a ticket booking website, 

of course. But if we connect work with 

producers or artists to our website, it 

will bring a good deal of synergy. 

It seems a good idea to make the 

market sustainable. If you put energy 

more on seeking a reasonable way 

and listening to stories around you, 

you can change better. The critical 

thing seeking a better way is the role 

of pre-production and the designer. 

Performing arts is not a multi-tasking 

job and hard to be industrialized 

because there are no secondary or 

third markets of it. Its efficiency is the 

most important thing in the end. If you 

work with pre-production more closely 

you can save unnecessary spending 

or energy. It is the same story in the 

times of art collaboration because 

the efficient cooperation with pre-

production based on understandings 

of each area enables a successful 

collaboration.

Is it in the same context to make 

radio content called "Play to 

Stage"? I started it from March 2016. 

I've encountered many design staff, 

poster designers, stage staff, and local 

production managers. It was a single 

goal 'performing arts' that bound us. 

Everybody works their own not for 

anyone else. They have high skills 

and techniques as much as actors/

actresses have. I think we should make 

people know about it better.

Is there any hope? Human interest 

in cultural art will never disappear. 

Then, there should be a long-term 

policy to support people in the area of 

art not only art creation. Usually, the 

government support benefits large 

art groups or creation itself. A welfare 

policy surrounding creators' livelihood, 

the art business footing, and running is 

urgently needed. 

It will be more polarized and the 

poor environment doesn't seem to 

improve overnight. Nonetheless, 

do you believe there is a hope in 

the market? There have been ups 

and downs depending on the times 

but it turns out that the market has 

been expanded. I think services to 

attract more overseas audiences 

are necessary like the export of our 

fine arts or a subtitle service for our 

performing arts. It is not nonsense to 

see people from abroad visit Korea to 

watch a good play, performance, or 

whatever. 

You worked for national or public 

theaters as a project producer for 

long years before moving to the 

private area. Have you found any 

difference between the two (public 

vs. private)? I became aware of 

the difficulty to find a ticket booking 

agency for small-sized theaters. 

Seventy percent of tickets are handled 

by a single ticket agency. Furthermore, 

there is no market for small-scale 

theater, traditional performance, or 

dance as the industry is centered 

around big businesses like musicals or 

concerts. I felt the need for a platform 

to sell tickets of small-scale performing 

arts and launched Play Ticket, a ticket 

booking website, in late 2015. 

I want to make people understand that 

there are other options to buy tickets 

for performing arts like Play Ticket or 

Daehakro Ticket.com, if it is a small-

scale performance.

What is the point of the recent 

Play Ticket renewal of this year? 

We expanded the artist page at the 

renewal in the hope to lead both 

creators and audience to be aware that 

any art performance is a joint work of 

us. In the coming months, I'd like to 

add new barometers like regions and 

art genres while currently booking 

ranking affects the sales. 

Play Ticket is like a portal website 

Play Ticket run by CEO Kim, Hyo-sang is a 

ticket booking website for small-scale theaters. 

Kim wants to revitalize the small-scale theater 

market.

Lead a new event-

booking culture

Play Ticket Co., Ltd. CEO 
Kim, Hyo-sang
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I'm a Pansori 
(a Korean genre of 
musical storytelling 
performed by 
a singer and a 
drummer) actress
Pansori actress Park, In-hye

Park, In-hye produces Pansori. 

She reinterprets "Othello" from her 

perspectives and becomes "Cao Wei" 

(one of the ancient heroes in Three 

Kingdoms). She also sings Chang (a 

Korean traditional narrative song) on 

a musical stage. 
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Since when have you started 

making the creation of Pansori? I 

began creating ten years ago in full 

force although I tried since the age 

of 20. While performing on stages in 

the subway, I created songs based on 

folk tales during the college years. In 

the middle of the 20s, I was intensely 

motivated to create more while 

playing a leading role in Arisoo, a 

female folk song group.

Pansori has a typical form and the 

artist should inherit the tradition, I 

think. Why do you make creation?

You learn Pansori in apprenticeship. If 

you hone skills under a professional 

and sustain themselves without 

government support.

Do you have any plans in terms 

of creation? I want to figure out if 

the Pansori choir makes sense and 

try it for the next two years. Pansori 

is based on a special technique 

called Shi-gim-sae. How much the 

technique is demonstrated depends 

on individuals and the unique 

characteristics will be gone when the 

individuals sing together. If you closely 

coordinate one another, a Pansori 

ensemble may be possible. I'm also 

interested in handling some social 

issues like environment and capital for 

Pansori performance.

Pansori artist for long years, you 

are forced to meet some invisible 

requirements in terms of the form. I 

didn't like it. I also wanted to have my 

own stage and to be popular. I know 

it is worth following old tradition but I 

want to make something brand new 

reflecting myself and my own value.

In a conservative environment, you 

must have had a hard time to make 

something new. Yes, the conservative 

and authoritative culture was difficult 

for me. People tend to judge me by 

their own standards in the name of 

tradition. The only goal of teaching 

traditional art and designating as a 

cultural asset is to hand it down and 

preserve it. But I think all the artists 

have a desire to create something. 

There is no buffer zone to address 

the gap. Actually, I continuously doubt 

myself that I can do this.

You call yourself Pansori Actress 

rather than Pansori Performer. Is 

it in the same context? Pansori 

performer is great but I don't want 

to be confined to be a performer. If 

possible, I also want to become an 

actress. I've regarded myself as a 

different type of actress, so, changed 

the title to Pansori actress.

Have you experienced any change 

over the 10 years? When I was 

younger, I wanted to create while 

preserving tradition. At some point 

over the years, I was obsessed with 

the classical rule of Pansori. But 

my goal became more focused on 

the creation and while experiencing 

collaboration with other genres 

I embrace diversity and become 

flexible. Until ten years ago, I was 

concerned about the future and 

others' opinions about me always 

feeling uncertainty. But now I'm more 

confident because I know that there 

is a next step as that's what it is. I'll 

keep studying and practicing Pansori 

even more hard. 

You must have a mixed feeling 

about the Korean traditional 

music industry. My Pansori teacher 

passed away in 2017. I felt like losing 

connection with the industry, which 

is extremely conservative, and was 

concerned about how I could keep 

in touch with them. But I decided 

to concentrate on my creation job. I 

have no negative feelings about the 

industry. It is like my hometown. I 

just hope that they would prosper S
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Hoping to have a chance to make 

art and industry get together
Kim, Na-gyeong

I have been longing to work with others through 

active communication as, mostly, I was involved in 

individual work. I came across the project of a store 

makeover. This is a precious opportunity to connect 

my work to other industries. It was interesting to talk 

to and coordinate with business owners to achieve 

a common goal. It was also a good experience to 

find a viable way to stay within the budget. I was 

responsible for painting a piano and wall in front of a 

book store. We needed to adjust each time schedule. 

I was excited to suggest the best idea and design 

for the book store look attractive. Also, it was good 

I didn't have to worry about spending. I hope to see 

this kind of project more often. 

Collaboration broadens 

my thinking
Yim, Woo-hyun

I have been participating in the store 

makeover project every year from 2017. 

Last year, I worked for a café named 

Changshin-dong Dal Coffee. For the 

signboard and coffee cups, I used a 

Chinese brush painting technique. 

You can express the beauty of the 

Orient with traditional color, technique, 

or texture of the material without a 

completed painting. I had to think more 

broadly because this kind of collaboration 

is like using space as a canvas. The 

point is to find out the owner's needs 

and share my ideas to produce the best 

results. It feels like a small version of 

collaboration between art and industry. It 

is hard to live on doing 'only' fine art. But 

I ask myself: Won't it be possible to be 

recognized as an artist without having to 

lose his/her color or traits if both art and 

industry try more to find the way to be 

mutually prosperous? W
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It is good for a store owner because 

the store looks better. It is good 

for an artist because it is a chance 

to show his/her work. This is about 

Seoul New Deal Job Creation 

Project: Store makeover. I met six 

participant artists in the project.

Store
makeover
"Store designer" 

Young artists 6
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Up-and-coming artists

needs more opportunities

Dumping pride as 

an artist
Kwon, Hyuk-joon Mo, Eun-mi

Artists should prepare planning sheets 

to apply for public projects and, mostly, 

they are for an exhibition. But the 

store makeover project was different 

from them and that's why it looked 

interesting. I thought it is a good chance 

for coming artists to build a career as an 

artist. I was in charge of branding and 

designing a café, which was based on 

an old traditional Korean house, located 

in the Korean house village established 

in the 1890s. I should absolutely not 

harm its unique color. It was a good 

opportunity to learn how to effectively 

convince a client with my work. In 

the long term, I'd like to build a social 

company that serves as a platform to 

support up-and-coming artists giving 

more chances to participate in art 

activities.

I'm a holography artist (Holography 

is the science and practice of making 

holograms). I worked for a dried fish 

store. I installed yellow-color lightings 

and put some fish-shaped artwork to 

represent the image of the shop.

I was as stubborn as an artist. But while 

attending a class to obtain a certificate 

for art lecturer at a cultural art center, I 

realized why I shouldn't be an artist only 

for art. Afterward, I often worked with 

local communities. If art is added to a 

commercial business like the dried fish 

store this time, the shop will become 

noticeable attracting more customers 

and I, an artist, can communicate with 

audiences or customers, at the same 

time.
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Motivated as an artist 

through communication
Kim, Ji-soo

I've always wanted to be a useful artist 

communicating with people. The store 

makeover project was something that 

meets my needs. By participating in 

the project, I listened to other's stories, 

thought about problems together, and 

sought the solution together. In the 

process, I was strongly motivated to do 

art. It is interesting that an artist and a 

businessman work as a partner on an 

equal footing. This is a small experience 

but I feel that collaboration between 

art and industry will definitely create a 

synergy effect. 
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Industry needing an 

artistic idea
Jeon, Hye-rim

I've expressed paradise through painting 

art since 2011 and worked alone. I 

have involved in the project thanks 

to a recommendation by one of my 

acquaintances. My collaboration partner 

was a restaurant. At a glance, you could 

see the whole layout of the restaurant. 

I used various signs that symbolize 

paradise and created a color in harmony 

with the store. Contemporary art should 

be able to show how part of the industry 

is embodied by an artistic idea rather 

than being used to just decorate a 

space or make things pretty. And a more 

prudent collaboration between the brand 

and artist can lead to good harmony. 
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A crisis is 
another 
opportunity

In the aftermath of COVID-19, our daily life completely changed. 

The art industry which has particularly taken a hard hit tries seeking 

a new normal while struggling to get out of the crisis. First, on 

the government level, the rescue fund was raised for the industry. 

Second, the art industry is actively participating in the national 

campaign for the prevention of epidemics or social distancing closing 

all museums of art, and undertaking its business on a non-face-to-

face basis. And third, it has established a new art content like online 

viewing room or streaming services to supply art materials in various 

ways. Nonetheless, some criticize the way of implementation in terms 

of sustainability, stability, and effectiveness. Then, what should we 

think about to get out of this unprecedented crisis and take a further 

step forward?

Of course, for the area of art, financial assistance or fundraising from 

outside as well as digital-based content like the online viewing room 

or streaming system is inevitable to respond to the changing trend 

and customer needs. It is time for art to define itself in the face of this 

rapidly, and unexpectedly, changing world.

However, we must not forget that crisis facing the art industry is 

not something that occurred today. It has been always out there. 

Particularly, the area of visual arts has stayed still not making an 

active effort to react to the changing needs, in fact. We need to 

ask ourselves: What is the real cause of the current crisis that the 

area of art faces? Isn't it originated from a chronic inactive attitude 

to be aware of the change outside? I desperately hope that the 

COVID-19 crisis will open an opportunity for artists to face and take on 

challenges they have avoided reflecting on themselves.  
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Opinions largely vary on the 

unprecedented COVID-19 pandemic. 

But we should not be frustrated. This 

can be an opportunity for the area of 

art, which has been in crisis for long 

years, to rebound.

ART 
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Wide-open 
online 
theater

Everyone's life was deeply affected by COVID-19 but the area of 

performing arts took the hardest hit. Theaters across the world all 

stopped.

Theaters in Broadway, New York, the capital of musical, all closed 

down as of Mar 12th. On the 17th, London Westend theaters 

closed. In an interview with BBC, Cameron Mackintosh expressed a 

pessimistic view of the future saying, "Westend and Broadway will 

not be able to resume until early next year."

To help address COVID-19 the performing art industry came up with 

two measures. One is to open theaters again while abiding by the 

government guidance. According to the guidance, it is necessary for 

audiences to measure the body temperature, report any travel history 

abroad, complete a consent form, sit in every other seat, and put on 

a mask all the while. The theater should be sterilized before the play 

starts. 

The other one is to open an online theater through online streaming 

services, which were introduced first from abroad. The British national 

theater who retained a lot of films and videos first released the past 

plays online. Afterward, art groups in the world followed. The Korean 

national and public theaters also opened free online streaming 

services. Some theaters put new plays on air which are performed on 

the stage without audiences. LG is providing VOD content via its IPTV 

and media platforms.

No one would be able to confidently forecast the future after 

COVID-19. But I would say that performing arts will be enjoyed 

through online streaming services more as part of the pop culture. The 

trend will possibly influence on the way of production, distribution, 

and further creation of performing arts. Video art producers may 

receive a deal of attention someday. Then, a theater play may be 

too expensive for general people to go to see. This is somewhat 

frustrating. But at this moment, everything is up in the air.   

It is time to prepare for COVID-19.

PERFORMANCE  

Post-COVID-19
cultural art 
business

COVID-19 changed everything. How 

will the cultural art industry become 

which impresses, pleases, inspires, 

and heals us?
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Film industry
beyond 
imagination

In the long run, a crisis is always another opportunity. For example, 

In earlier 2000, the Korean film industry faced hard times due to 

the Asian financial crisis. But it was rather a chance for a bubble 

burst in the area of filmmaking. People involved in the film industry 

streamlined the production process cutting costs while focusing on 

making quality movies. 

To survive the COVID-19 crisis, filmmakers and artists should have 

creative thinking in terms of reforming the way of production and 

appreciation. The culture where you watch a movie eating popcorns 

can be threatened by any virus, like now. Accordingly, diversifying the 

platforms is a must not an option. The Korean Film Council reported 

that total sales of the digital online market reached KRW 50.93 billion 

in 2019 up 7.5% year on year.

It has become common for moviegoers to watch a movie on OTT 

platforms represented by Netflix. Netflix's sales soared benefiting 

from COVID-19. In fact, this kind of change was expected but only 

accelerated by COVID-19. If Disney Plus which owns the Marble 

studio and Star Wars series enters the Korean market, both the market 

competition and OTT-based services will be even greater. Under the 

circumstances, the domestic film industry should diversify income 

sources by actively adopting OTT media platforms. It is same for the 

domestic film festivals, as well. Jeonju International Film Festival, one 

of the national festivities, scheduled to be held in May was downsized 

to a no-audience event. This is the point where festival hosts should 

be seriously concerned about measures to prevent this situation. 

Meanwhile, EIDF EBS International Documentary Film Festival has 

moved swiftly. The place we can see their films is not a theater but a 

broadcasting channel, and online/mobile platforms.

On the other hand, independent, art, and low-budget films are in a 

very poor environment. These films are regarded as a stepping stone 

before jumping into the commercial category. It is true that they have 

failed to find a way to stabilize themselves but their value and function 

can be recognized rather by audiences in the future who are seeking 

more diverse genres and platforms. Each category of films share the 

same challenge, that is, to survive. And the future of the Korean film 

industry depends on their capacity.

MOVIE 

Will it be impossible to see people 

watch a movie together at a theater 

in the future? In the face of COVID-19, 

the film industry is required to 

develop another platform to show its 

content. This is essential to survive.

15
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Beyond 
post-
COVID-19

In the future, a bond between the fashion industry and IT technology 

will become stronger than ever before through such as IT tech-based 

collection and campaign, and online content in fashion week. The 

worldwide fashion industry is in a bad condition. The corporate sales 

were seriously dropped. Neither online nor offline domestic stores 

enjoyed an increase in sales in the long term. If things go on like this, 

there will come enormous ripple effects suffocating the industry.

Especially smaller fashion brands need to change their way of running 

a business. This a grim reality for them. Director Yim, Dai-won of 

Sunday School, an LA- and New York-based high-end brand, says, "This 

is the most severe crisis I've ever experienced since our foundation. 

We try to reform and innovate ourselves more intensely focusing on 

the existing customer base." 

Designer Kim, Sun-ho of Groundwave, a fashion brand, says, "It's not 

always bad. Small-scale brands like us often experienced a difficulty to 

open a business with a good manufacturing factory because mostly 

the factories prefer mass production businesses. Due to a sharp 

decrease in the mass production of big fashion brands these days, 

small companies have a chance to order."

Sunday School Director Yim, Dai-won said that while staying in Korea 

for two months he went back to basics and asked himself: Why am 

I producing clothes in Sunday School? He added that, until recently, 

he mostly listened to big retailers like popular shopping malls and 

select shops to design and make clothes. But now he is turning to the 

brand's real customers' tastes and ideas.

We are looking for fashion in post-COVID-19. Already, a brand new 

trend is emerging in the mainstream market. For example, content in 

which the industry can communicate more with customers through 

social media or mobile platforms is increasing and more and more 

fashion models make a look book and open to the public. 

Rapidly changing society created new norms and they changed many 

things in fashion. What strategy the industry will take and whether it 

can reform itself and make a success are absolutely relying on its will. 

We need to look further beyond COVID-19.

FASHION 

Fashion is adopting IT technology in 

a swift manner in the face of post-

COVID-19.
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Products working with an artist or applying artwork have a 

new value. Just like this!

Art, the 
absolute beauty 

Illustrator Nanan's work is printed on ceramic goods of Kwangjuyo (the ceramic 

brand). Chrysanthemum and Leaves are composed of 15 kinds of products 

including six type dishes, small and large bowls, spoon holders, mugs, and tea 

ceremony set.

Artwork named Conjunction 07-09 (created in 2007) of Ha, Jong-

hyun, a simple color painter, is decorated on Buccella Cabernet 

Sauvignon 2016 released last January. 

This is a premium powder pact and blusher brand Shillan which 

presents cloisonne colors. The design is originated from an old-

time painting wishing wealth and honor called Sungmo Rando. 

Saki is a visual artist, collage artist, art director, and painter. Her 

daily sketches and memos about what she saw and felt came 

out to the world.

Kwangjuyo x nanan

Nanan series Season 1 Chrysanthemum and Leaves
Painter Ha, Jong-hyun x Shinsegae L&B Art and Wine

Buccella Cabernet Sauvignon 2016
No, Yong-sook x Sulwhasoo

Shillan power pact, Shillan blusher

Saki x Print Bakery

Saki collage bag

01 02
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This is the first object artwork by Kelly Park who usually creates 

paintings, drawings, graffiti, and snowshoes with textiles.

Artist Jeong Kwan incorporates ceramic art into the contemporary 

art designing for sweatshirt and hood T-shirt. He applies a ceramic 

technique of his own to the fashion brand ul:kin.  

Print Bakery focused on displaying easy-to-access artwork in an 

artistic space manufactured a silk scarf based on Mobil artist Oh, 

Shi-young's design.

Artistwear discovering hidden artists worked with graffiti artist 

Leodav this time. They made Lion T-shirt. The tag name of leodav 

is the abbreviation for Leonardo da Vinci.

MULGA is a street artist based in Sydney. Its unique vivid color is 

well expressed through the picnic mat. 

Yi,privée is a new brand created by Yido, a pottery company, on 

the occasion of the 30th anniversary of its foundation. It has 

introduced five different women artists' works which are fancy, 

colorful, and bold.

Kelly Park x Print Bakery

Kelly Park Object 01
Jeong Kwan x ul:kin

2020 S/S ul:kin x Jeong Kwan edition
Oh, Shi-young x Print Bakery

Oh, Shi-young scarf
Graffiti artist Leodav x Artistwear

Lion T-shirt

MULGA x Print Bakery

Picnic mat patterned with 
tropical tree leaves

Yido x Park, Sang-hui

Yi,privée
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Loveless is the name of the protagonist appearing in Eddie 

Kang's work. He is working on a film, animation, and video. Kang 

signed himself on 200 pieces of the edition.

Eddie Kang x Print Bakery

Loveless by Eddie Kang
06

Renee story mug

Victoire cushion

Collage shopper bag W

Tambourine bag
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Pianist Son, Yeol-eum

Seoul secretariat of the 
Music in Pyeong Chang 

I visit this place the most when I 

stay in Seoul. It is interesting that 

I can feel workers' lifestyle rhythm 

on the streets different from that 

of mine. 

  #30 3-gil Saemunan-ro, Jongno-gu, 

Seoul

05

Project ONN Art director 

Kim, In-hyun

Platform-L
I was totally attracted to Flatform 

L which is a relatively new 

contemporary art center looking 

like a future space. The place is 

full of intriguing and progressive 

exhibitions.

  #11 133-gil Eonju-ro, Gangnam-gu, 

Seoul

07

Music producer JNS

National Museum of Modern and 
Contemporary Art, Seoul

It is a good space to casually enjoy 

arts which can be boring if you are 

not used to it. Without having to see 

the exhibition, you may read a book 

at the café or do nothing special just 

looking around.

 #30 Samcheong-ro, Jongno-gu, Seoul

06

Artist Kim, Byung-ho

Wooran Cultural Foundation, 
Wooran 1 Kyung
The 1st-floor exhibition room is 

called Wooran 1 Kyung. Usually, 

traditional crafts are in the display 

being reinterpreted in light of 

contemporary art. I'm always 

inspired and motivated as an artist.

  #11 Yeonmujang 7-gil Seongdong-gu, 

Seoul

08 Music conductor, Flasic CEO Jin, Sol

Umyeon mountain

I frequently visit Umyeon 

mountain mountain in the 

neighborhoods of Seoul Arts 

Center. I like it because I can feel 

relaxed while going for a stroll.

  Umyeon mountain, Seocho-dong, 

Seocho-gu, Seoul

09

Film studio Ato CEO Kim, Ji-hye

Segok Library

This is small but offers an on-

demand book service. I hope the 

library grows to be a cultural art 

space including movie DVDs and 

music CDs.

  #286 Bamgogae-ro, Gangnam-gu, 

Seoul

13
Film director Park, Seok-yeong

Seoul History Museum

I often take a walk around the 

Seoul History Museum partly 

because it is close to my home. 

And, personally, this place is 

especially meaningful as I go for a 

stroll with my mother.

  #55 Saemunan-ro, Jongno-gu, 

Seou Gangnam-gu, SeoulStarfield 

Coex Mall B1

15
Pop artist Mary Kim

Coex Byul Madang library

At Coex Byul Madang library, 

there are huge amounts of books 

in bookshelves but you can see 

the whole layout of the books. It 

is really pleasing to take time and 

read a book here.

  #513 Yeongdong-daero, Gangnam-

gu, SeoulStarfield Coex Mall B1

14

Tool Boy

Lupin

Lupin is situated on the blind 

side of Abgujeong Rodeo (street 

name). The owner is Djing 

music in the 1960s-1970s by 

himself as an archived artist. He 

is also a miscellany (including 

books) collector, DJ, barista, and 

bartender. He has been collecting 

posters every week for more than 

ten years on the streets popular 

among youth.

  #5 160-gil Seolleung-ro, Gangnam-gu, 

Seoul 

10
Art Nine CEO Jung, Sang-jin

Pil-dong Street Museum

A row of small museum 

buildings lines the street. This is 

a perfect space with an amiable 

atmosphere! I hope there will be 

exhibitions forever.

  Hands BL. #14 30-gil Toe-gyero, Jung-

gu, Seoul

11
Singer, Poet Kang, Baek-soo

Room escape game café, Rooms A

I'm very fond of playing room 

escape games. A game café is 

a place where various dramatic 

effects exist, I think. Among 

them, I like Rooms A the most 

located in Hongdae (street name). 

If you already watched the film 

Kingsman and choose a room 

themed around Kingsman, you 

will be extremely excited.

  #8 23-gil Wausan-ro, Mapo-gu, Seoul 

The Moim BL. B1

12

Writer Hong, In-hye

D Museum

Exhibitions are different depending 

on the season and they are always 

good. The space is particularly 

cozy so I feel like becoming closer 

to art.

  29-gil Dokseodang-ro, Hannam-dong, 

Yongsan-gu, Seoul

03

Graffiti artist Artime Joe

Everyday Mooonday

This is a highly trendy gallery café. 

In the name, there is a meaning 

of joining MONSTER all the time. 

The 2nd floor is an unconventional 

exhibition room of paintings, 

sculptures, and videos.

   #14 48-gil Songpa-daero, Songpa-gu, 

Seoul
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Artist KGwon, O-sang

Arario Museum in Space

You can encounter great 

exhibitions at any time overlooking 

the Changdeok Palace. The 

building was the main office of an 

architectural firm representing the 

national cultural space. Usually, 

they open project exhibitions and 

performances.

 #83 Yulgok-ro, Jongno-gu, Seoul

01
Ceramist Lee, Jeong-eun

National Museum of Korea

Usually, I travel only between 

home and atelier but often go 

alone to the National Museum 

of Korea. I especially like the 

permanent exhibition. Sometimes 

I just walk the corridor or visit the 

art shop to buy some books.

  #137 Seobinggo-ro, Yongsan-gu, 

Seoul

02

My 
hideouts
in Seoul

Many artists appeared in SEOUL MADE this month. 

Where are they inspired? They revealed to us the 

secret places they love and get inspired by.

06
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Seoul Independent Film Festival 

Commissioner Kim, Dong-hyun

Seoul Art Cinema

What I like the most is the Seoul 

Art Cinema. That's why I greatly 

expect about its brother building 

Seoul Cinema Tech scheduled to 

open in March 2022.

  #13 Donwhamun-ro, Jongno-gu, 

Seoul

15

Art collaboration director 

Han, Jemma

Positive Zero Lounge

I enjoy all kinds of art exhibitions 

regardless of the genre. I like 

hanging out on the streets in 

downtown.

  #14-2 Yeonmujang-gil, Seongsudong 

1-ga, Seongdong-gu, Seoul

18

Pulse Nine CEO Park, Ji-eun

Seon Yu Do Park near Han River

Within the park, I feel relaxed 

while taking a deep breath. It is 

especially good to visit after an 

extremely busy day. The place is 

perfect for taking time for me or 

just for a walk.

  #343 Seonyu-ro, Yeongdeungpo-gu, 

Seoul

21

In-classic CEO Jung, In-seo

Itaewon Sayoo

Sometimes I feel empathy, 

sometimes I get healed while 

looking at various artwork 

displayed at every corner of the 

building. On top of the rooftop, 

you can enjoy the night view if the 

weather is good.

  #5 54-gil Itaewon-ro, Yongsan-gu, 

Seoul

19
Classical Monday, Pianist Kim, In-sun

Seoul Arts Center

This is a mecca for music players. 

I visit the place more frequently 

than anywhere else to enjoy 

exhibitions and performances.

  #2406 Nambusunhwan-ro, Seocho-

gu, Seoul

20

Jong-ro Art Theater President 

Sung, Cheon-mo

Cultural complex Emoo

It names after Dutch philosopher 

Desiderius Erasmus. The space 

is composed of a gallery, concert 

hall, theater, book café, and 

backyard. I like the place the most 

in Seoul.

  #7 1ga-gil Gyeonghuigung, Jongno-

gu, Seoul

23

Cheong Nyun Dan Theater President 

Min Sae-rom

Samilo warehouse theater

This place always reminds me 

of how does a theater looks like 

and how is being or watching 

in a theater-like. I feel nostalgia 

here still wanting a theater play to 

remain as a city culture.

 #12 9-gil Samil-daero, Jung-gu, Seoul

24 Sinchon Theater manager 

Jeon, Jin-mo

Street 1 Hyewha-dong

In fact, I like all kinds of spaces. 

The area of the street (Street 1 

Hyewha-dong) is a birthplace of 

the Korean theater culture and 

that's why I like it there the most.

 #1-1 Hyehwa-dong, Jongno-gu, Seoul

25
Play Ticket Co., Ltd. CEO 

Kim, Hyo-sang

Namsan National Theater of Korea

The national theater, located in 

the city's iconic mountain, is 

geologically as well as culturally 

meaningful. This is also personally 

meaningful as I worked for the 

theater before.

 #59 Jangchungdan-ro, Jung-gu, Seoul

26

Print Bakery Chief director 

Kim, Eun-young

Picnic

Picnic is a re-created cultural 

complex for which 40-year-

old buildings are renovated in 

harmony with the city view. It 

has introduced various artists in 

music, design, and installation art.

 #30 6ga-gil  Toegye-ro, Jung-gu, Seoul

22
Pansori actress Park, In-hye

Seo-chon Bo-an Stay

I often visited here to perform 

Pansori in the backyard of the 

building. This coming August 

at Bo-an club, I will perform 

Shimchong-ga (Kind of Pansori 

of a Korean folk tale Shimchong) 

while giving a lecture at the same 

time.

 #33 Hyoja-ro, Jongno-gu, Seoul

27

Artist Jeon, Hye-rim

Seoul TheaterSeoul

This is a worker cooperative of the 

film industry to create a job for 

seniors. You can appreciate a film 

quietly as there is an independent 

theater for independent films.

  #13 Donhwamun-ro, Jongro-gu, 

Seoul

32
Installation artist Mo, Eun-mi

Namsan Drama Center

New attempts have been made 

based on artistic value and popular 

appeal. Actually, I worked here in 

the past and they put on many 

experimental performances.

 #138 Sopa-ro, Jung-gu, Seoul

30

Sculptor Kim, Na-gyeong

Rainbow Cube Gallery

The gallery exhibits young artists' 

work. It is also good for a walk 

after seeing an exhibition.

 #6-19 2-gil Tojeong-ro, Mapo-gu, Seoul

28

Engraving artist Kim, Ji-soo

Seoul Museum of Art, Northern Seoul

I often stop by there while taking 

a walk. Particularly, I like the child 

gallery. Its unique way to express 

the artists' intention catches my 

eyes. 

 #1238 Dongil-ro, Nowon-gu, Seoul

31

Painter Kwon, Hyuk-joon

Space So

You can see various artwork by 

contemporary artists. When I feel 

bored I visit to get inspired.

  #37 17-gil Donggyo-ro, Mapo-gu, 

Seoul

29

Artist Park, Sang-hui 

The Nora Stage Y

This is a place that allows you 

to see a new cultural trend for 

music. I get inspired to work 

while listening to various music. 

I especially like the space layout 

designed to get you to feel closer 

to artists. They handle all kinds 

of music. It was interesting 

to see the collaborative work 

between traditional Korean music 

performers and jazz artists. 

  #19 29Ba-gil Wausan-ro, Mapo-gu, 

Seoul Sami BL. F1

17
Yido Pottery CEO Lee, Yoon-shin 

Louis Vuitton Maison Seoul 

This has opened last year in 

Cheong-dam (street name) and 

become a hot place. There is a 

variety of exhibitions including 

LVMH CEO Bernard Arnault's 

private collection and up-and-

coming artists. The building 

designed by architect Frank Gerry 

is also worth viewing. I get often 

inspired during the visit. 

  F4 Louis Vuitton Maison Seoul, #454 

Apgujeong-ro, Gangnam-gu, Seoul

16



I'm a laborer although I've never 
signed a labor contract with a 
company. I do either emotional or 
physical labor or both. I thought it 
would be good if neurogenic gastritis 
or reflux esophagitis derived from 
my job is recognized as an industrial 
accident (Laugh)." 

"There will be many hurdles to 
combine art and industry. I have a 
sense of responsibility as a music 
artist and would like to raise the 
quality of the music in games. I 
also hope there are more frequent 
exchanges and communication 
between art and people."

Singer and Poet 

Kang, Baek-soo

Music conductor, 

Flasic CEO Jin, Sol Ph
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"It seems extremely surprising to 
many people that Seoul is the place 
to open the first-ever XR exhibition 
but we feel like it's natural. While 
living in a foreign country, I could see 
Korea as highly potential. Moreover, 
the current 2030 generation is 
well equipped with knowledge and 
information."

"In these hard times, the art film 
industry turns to new fresh films. I 
wish a nationwide media promotion 
for small but good movies. I think 
this is the time we support film 
producers more actively rather than 
delaying a release or rereleasing past 
movies. I, myself, regret that I did 
nothing progressive for future."
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Creation group project 

ONN Art director Kim, In-hyun

Atnine Film, 

Art Nine CEO Jung, Sang-jin Ph
ot
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"Film festivals should be able to 
lead a new trend in audiences. 
The industry should function as 
a framework and independent 
films as elements. The two are 
indispensable for each other in 
future development."

An enormous change is always 
driven by technology. Therefore, 
people involved in art should be 
sensitive to new media or technology. 
There must be various technologies 
that are different from Tumblbug 
to be used as a tool to introduce 
your creative work to the world. You 
have countless measures to raise a 
fund, attract clients, and form a fan 
base. If you don't give up trying hard 
explaining on your creation as fast as 
and as frequent as possible, you will 
more likely to find a client who likes 
your work.
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Seoul Independent Film Festival 

Commissioner Kim, Dong-hyun

Tumblbug 

CEO Yeom, Jae-seung Ph
ot
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